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1. NewsChannel 4 At 10 DMA: 45
KFOR-TV CH 4 (NBC) Oklahoma City
07/08/2008 10:00 PM - 10:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:08:41 4:24:55I used to work here 2/1/2 weeks ago I quit because it's all messed up it just keeps
getting nastier and nastier 4:25:05 nats) 4:25:45anybody there hello. No one was in the office or
answered when I called the answering machine gave a number to page in case of emergency. We paged
three times once from here in the newsroom. Someone from that number did ll back, but when we
answered "newschannel four" they immediately hung up. We'll keep checking on that trashy situation and
let you know what we find out. Back to you. Next in weather weather center tz plus today we posed as
thieves in the metro, breaking into houses and cars to see whether Oklahomans would call police or
ignore a criminal in the act. Nat randy car did you see anything? Up next the results of our test that
stunned both us, and police officers. And some military experts say it's time to let gays and lesbians
serve openly in the armed forces. What do you think? The rant is next. Tonight --We're conducting a real
at U.S. Cellular we believe you deserve a phone you can do more than talk on, so we offer a wide variety,
including the lg ux260, motorokr and blackberry curve, now at U.S. Cellular. T we believe keeping itouch
with the important people in your life is important. 00:10:37

[CC] 00:16:31 50:04 I think we need to get back to that. Music montage out authorities encourage layers
of protection to deter thieves and it doesn't have to be expensive. A security system decal in the window
or a yard sign out front could make a thief think twice before targeting your house or vehicle. "Now,
tonight's rant, with kevin ogle." four retired military officers are telling congress that the military's "don't
ask, don't tell" policy needs to be repealed. They say allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly in the
military won't pose any significant risk to safety or morale. Do you agree the policy should be repealed
oshould it stay as is? We begin with a ranter from purcell: "they serve our country the same as any other
person would! God bless anyone who can and will fight for our country!" grant says: I was a U.S. Army
ranger for thirteen years and served with some soldiers who were gay and lesbian. These soldiers not
only took pride in serving their country, but their job as well." becky from ponca city writes "I'm much moreQuickView video is available for 21 days from airdate. Material supplied by VMS may be used for internal review, analysis, or research only. Any
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concerned with a person's ability to think clearly and display the courage and skills necessary to defend
our country, regardless of who that person may choose as a romantic partner. But david from moore says
"i am a military officer and totally disagree with the four retired officers." and michael says this about the
military: it tends to attract the more masculine anyways, and knowing your fellow soldier is gay some,
even though they may not show it, will subconciously think less and tend to stay away from that person."
finally sharyn with this: not uncle sam's business. He should be glad anyone is signing up!" thanks to all of
you who wrote into the rant this evening. 00:18:13

2. Brian Sussman DMA: 6
KSFO-AM 560 (ABC) San Francisco
07/08/2008 07:00 PM - 08:00 PM

00:36:00 what kind of pretend ... perfect Dark ... the money's going ... wait a little like the monkey ... he
encountered and he has been international ... it was the one thousand different items ... one of the money
... one ... the sun ... the the ... ... ... they managed to lose ... ... ... yes ... Brent you ... I think he's led the
league ... they lost ... two ... he gets ... as we've been discussing the War Powers Act ... a bipartisan
commission saying they need to be changed ... sure these changes would entail ... that would be positive
... and I believe it ... and I understand it it can be ... thanks ... I'm afraid that the trade ... on becoming
president ... good deal of military conflict ... we didn't know what Bill Clinton would do with the military ...
Toronto has been empty ... the estimate we don't ... he was to bring ... openly gay people in the military
as opposed to continue with the don't ask don't tell policy ... once again one of the team's best I can tell
the teens ... ... I mentioned ... it gets onto it ... Afghanistan ... it's going to be darker history of the unknown
... the new team ... Dr Charlie ... 00:37:59

3. News Channel 3 At 6 DMA: 42
WTKR-TV CH 3 (CBS) Norfolk/Portsmouth/Newport News
07/08/2008 06:00 PM - 06:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:10:34 With one-third of its flights arriving at least 15 minutes late. The second worst showing was
from united airlines with only 72 percent of flights arriving on time get ready for some potential headaches
on the highways! V-dot is ramping up their progress on the battlefield boulevard project! And that means
the way you ve learned to navigate that part of 64 is about to change --Again! Coming up --We explain
the changes so you know what to expect! Don t ask --Don t tell . That s the policy in the military --But is
being openly gay really a problem? Four retired officers say it s not! Your oven is a staple in your kitchen
--But now a days a new oven comes with as many options as a new car! We re helping you pick out the
very best, so you don t waste your money. And we re staying on top of severe weaer moving through
hampton roads! Live vipir radar is tracking the storms like no one else can! Chief meteorologist mike
harvey is back with an update in minutes. America is a country of strong families and strong values. My
life's been blessed by both. I was raised by a single mom and my grandparents. 00:12:03

[CC] 00:14:29 --This is all set to start tonight at nine oclock. Vdot crews will be out on 64 eastbound
towards suffolk, making lane changes that will affect many commuters. Tonight is just the first part of
several phases of changes. Currently there are three lanes of traffic on the interstatel5 lanes and what
vdot is going to do tonight is basically take one of those lanes and put it on the new collector-Distributor
road that is the new lanes on the outside of the interstate vdot says tse lanes will mostly carry business
traffic through the interchange for drivers who want to exit at battlefield boulevard you will now have to get
off near greenbrier and travel up the outside lanes to get to battlefield boulevard. Meaning you ll have to
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get off a little bit sooner to get to the exit. Take your timebe patient, and I think after you go through it one
time you ll have a good idea of what is going on you may still be wondering, how is this all going to work?!
We ll have much more information on these lane changes and what they mean for your morning commute
coming up tonight on newschannel three at eleven. Tonight on t military watch: openly gay in the
military --Is it really a problem? Turns out --Not so much. That s the findings from a new study by four
retired military officers. And now they say congress should do away with the "don t ask, don t tell"
policy. The officers say the evidence shows the presence of openly gay men and woman is unlikely to
pose any significant risk to morale, good order, discipline or cohesion. They also point to the British and
israeli militaries where they say gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat
operations. Tonight at 11: we meet a navy sailor who left the service because he was gay --And says he
just couldn t lie anymore. That s tonight at 11 right after "without a trace." tonight we want your 3 cents on
this one. 00:16:10

4. NewsChannel 4 At 6 DMA: 45
KFOR-TV CH 4 (NBC) Oklahoma City
07/08/2008 06:00 PM - 06:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:08:24 T four retired military officers are telling congress that the military's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy needs to be repealed. They say allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly in the military
won't pose any significant risk to safety or morale. Do you agree or should the policy stay as is? Tell us
what you think by going to kfor. Com, click on the rant icon, then look for your email at ten. Money's tight,
and teachers could be facing one of their most challenging school years this fall. State school
superintendent sandy garrett addressed hundreds of educators at the annual leadership conference. In
her annual "state-of-education" address --Garrett said she was gravely concerned about the lack of
funding from lawmakers. Specifically --No teacher pay raises or additional operational funds. Tc 2:08:20
2:08:36 "as school leaders you're trying to make sure every student is ready for college and work while
you're struggling with increasing high costs for fuel, food, electricity, water, paper and even hand soap."
garrett also stressed the importance of giving public school students more time to learn, urging schools to
maximize the instructional hours in their school day. She also urged schools to make better use of their
technology to prepare our students for the future. And garrett plans on announcing the 12 finalists for
Oklahoma's teacher of the year tomorrow. The grand nephew of will rogers --Clem mcfadden found his
own way into Oklahoma's history books. 00:09:42
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5. Arizona's Afternoon News DMA: 12
KTAR-FM 92.3 (ABC) Phoenix
07/08/2008 06:00 PM - 07:00 PM

00:38:00 but it did ... I'd never did know now ... you know what it's known among the dead were really like
to see ... so your name and curious you mean you don't see what all the fuss was about ... no really ... no
no ... we joined by Kerry has a buy ... I've been very honest don't be very honest ... he wanted to find and
watch this movie ... well I was surprised ... we're country ... I've always said I'm for gay rights ... I think
you're gay you're a lesbian you will get Married of all for it on for days in the military pomp but I don't
know if they going to see a movie about a romance between two men ... does that that's not the note
really want to see that I have friends who are gay and I don't care if it is you know using them to ask you I
make and they don't really do it in front of me ... because of the aisle and like it ... I don't see two guys to
teach other it's just it's not an anti gay thing is that something that the market ... I'm not really want to see
the entrepreneur would you like watching a guy kisses girlfriend on the street ... when you don't like that
guy watching him grow from a PC like any kind of romantic interlude in that it might be necessary ...
they've been in a comedy in an immobile now it's one sided ballot on the street if they're just good deal of
going and the voice was dubbed by one of all I can ... guilty for that to go somewhere else ... two
incidents two incidents at the break and went to the Grand Canyon over the weekend how many days to
suspend their top three ... three days ago in Kandahar and no four ... I'm sorry for never been an attack
on him and so on ... but I have two incidents one guy in a wheelchair ... complaining that they didn't leave
enough ... right ... they didn't take now ... no he wasn't bright clouds in the day he wanted the whole outer
rim of the Grand Canyon named because he felt it was unfair to him and he starts yelling TV in all this
kind of entrepreneurship ridiculous local getting too close to the rim ... it's just you can fall off the pier
there is no question there is a lot of documented at selected over a thousand ... 00:39:59

6. NewsChannel 4 At 5 DMA: 45
KFOR-TV CH 4 (NBC) Oklahoma City
07/08/2008 05:00 PM - 05:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:11:25 In tonight's health check, sorting out the good and bad effects of caffeine on your body.
The effects of caffeine in the body are felt almost immediately, so is a 4-shot of espresso bad for the
system? Or good. It's actually a little bit of both. The caffeine in coffee can create a heightened sense of
alertness. It can also enhance performance, and even create a euphoric state, which may explain why so
many claim toe addicted to coffee. The downside? It acclerates heart rate, can cause or increase anxiety,
and inhibit sleep. But the news isn't all bad. "Coffee consumption is associated with health benefits. There
have been studies demonstrating lower rates of suicide, lower rates of parkinson's disease, lower rates of
type 2 diabetes." addiction specialist, dr peter martin, says the best advice may simply be what mom has
always told us: everything in moderation. Lance, adlib toss to mike mike adlibs wx tease and what can
brown do for you today? How about four driving tips that'll help you save gas, next. Four retired military
officers are telling congress that the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy needs to be repealed.
00:12:59

[CC] 00:13:04 They say allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly in the military won't pose any
significant risk to safety or morale. Do you agree or should the policy stay as is? Log onto kfor. Com,
00:13:07
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7. The Schnitt Show DMA: 16
WIOD-AM 610 (ABC/NBC) Miami/Ft. Lauderdale
07/08/2008 05:00 PM - 06:00 PM

00:04:00 the legal side of the argument the active Democrat to Republican who led the right ... the
president over the sport and carry trades ... Celtic ... ... Minter also said it should be good ... ... in charge
of regulating sexual misconduct in a military response ... I mean what difference does it make ... the data
... ... homeowners once ... ... ... no I meant it was ... yes ... he's the military ... he does keep that
California gave married ... the job is to use them and thank you to the Supreme Court of California ... you
can see his child ... ... he seemed to me ... I really don't see eye to the moribund least weekly ... it gives
him as your neighbor your lawn was interesting that you could what exactly is the recourse for all ... ... the
always talk about ... what's that ... ... yes ... peace ... ... I didn't know what ... ... ... is this ... the province ...
the sentencing ... the trouble was that you get there ... in the windows ... this is ... he's the he's against
gay doesn't do the military it started in Provincetown road ... and the police ... what it was too shy to lead
... to make his family's stumbling upon people engaged in sex acts and Christine ... 00:05:59

8. The Schnitt Show DMA: 13
WFLA-AM 970 (---) Tampa/St. Petersburg
07/08/2008 05:00 PM - 06:00 PM

00:14:00 the U ... the military ... what do the job ... Mr Alexander and eighty bytes ... Jack Shanahan ...
so this is your read on this diversity goals ... combining the two Democrats two Republicans but with the
Admirals to the president over the years ... Kerry wins ... ... the decision ... the countries in charge of
regulating sexual misconduct in the military ... the study was sponsored by moment here ... ... again it is
... homeowners ... ... ... we don't do it ... one ... don't we bring the season gave the military ... Disney
California gays marry ... finally John King is it still isn't going to start to the Supreme Court of California ...
she really can change his choppers and two ... I really don't care ... nineteen people are more than a
week ... you're going to hear a lot by just ... yet even when the recall and the air ... the ... he went ... are
we ... yes ... and he is asked ... the organs start here but apparently ... the reason is the intention ... in the
national seashore ... they're having trouble with the good guys there ... and to bring the sides ... he is and
he's against you get to them ... 00:15:59
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9. The Situation Room DMA: N/A
CNN (---) National
07/08/2008 04:00 PM - 05:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:17:02 Let's move on to another subject, if I may here. "Don't ask, don't tell" the policy of those
in the military, not being asked if they're gay serving. "Don't ask, don't tell" the policy of those in the
military, not being asked if they're gay serving. That is something today, 52 retired generals and
admirals sending letter to a congress saying essentially it's time to repeal this policy. It does not work. It
does not serve our country well. That is something today, 52 retired generals and admirals sending
letter to a congress saying essentially it's time to repeal this policy. It does not work. It does not serve our
country well. Is it time for john mccain to call for repealing the "n't ask, don't tell" policy? I don't think so. Is
it time for john mccain to call for repealing the "don't ask, don't tell" policy? I don't think so. Particularly at
a time of conflict that we're experiencing in Iraq and afghanistan, this is not the time to be putting in place
a major change in policy and particularly at a time of conflict that we're experiencing in Iraq and
afghanistan, this is not the time to be putting in place a major change in policy and trying to accommodate
all of the adjustments that that would require. Trying to accommodate all of the adjustments that that
would require. That's something which clearly we'll learn from the military and the people who are
responsible for managing our troops down the road. But certainly now is not the time to make a change of
that nature. That's something which clearly we'll learn from the military and the people who are
responsible for managing our troops down the road. Republican national convention obviously coming up.
00:17:47

10. Caplis And Silverman DMA: 18
KHOW-AM 630 (IND) Denver
07/08/2008 03:00 PM - 04:00 PM

00:06:00 ... with the elite team with the fact is that the timing coming up this week and also to kids'
activities have been wondering whether as things are going to clear out in time so we'll keep an eye on
that as well ... Honda circled by talking about whether selection he intended to duplicate ... he has to be
significant news story before telling the officer was charged in the minister's case ... Weld County District
Attorney Ken Buck with this ... miles my thirty pm Denver police and guards ... the Wellcome the district
attorney was not present criminal charges against Portland police and secure Broderick ... after
investigating allegations that Brodeur broke the law ... we don't know ... they cheated murder case against
him a master select and talk with us to explain the reasoning there ... the updated lead with us along with
Carolyn critique of weeks on the story in the paper division protest yet to be the team's offense and she
ended up getting the courthouse given a ticket ... I understand it ... many think the McCain camp wanted
to happen ... we'll get to you ... the crack of Person of the story when Carolyn Korea continues to play
going its way during the show will go ... we keep our word to get a word association ... the Indians ...
people were in the first word that comes to mind when you hear John McCain ... I'm OK we're going to
spread it out ... Telefonica to get back and forth and get listeners three seconds to get this the first word
that comes to mind when you're playing in the world when the plane hit we tied it ... I mean the police sort
of thing and that should be humble talk about this new study out suggesting that has been openly gay he
would not disrupt military says the US military should do away with don't ask don't tell ... I had so
much on the agenda ... are you doing ... and they can ... and I want to try to live on the streets to like ... it
was ... today was as much as fifty seventh anniversary of my dad ... 00:07:59

00:58:00 it does ... the doctor should just shut up ... King Did you know your dedication and pride ... Helen
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connection with the addition of yesterday went into the Augusta National before a lot of the high intensity
war Churchill ... the First Amendment champion and I think a lot of sides to come in ... some people are
blaming the detection of the McCain campaign ... and what is it too skinny at Wembley tied to Ireland ...
and my future was secure when freedom or speak to trespassing ticket Monday ... liberal groups protest
... he's all for me to leak onto pieces of the post of chairman and to get a break ... keys The Summer of
Love by the weekend ... but I think is going to get your reaction to that and much more ahead including a
new study that has been openly gay soldiers ... don't disrupt the military ... ... the bill ... pointing to
Capitol Police took the belt amazing discovery teaching them ... never seen before sketches on America's
premier according to the torch and Morgan were discovered ... she designed a more gentle ... the dollar
climbed to three ... it was to be the largest ever Chinese we can get nominations ... the strong dollar but it
was I have one right here on the line to kick into the new building ... and you're sober tools we have the
one point five pounds and am looking to be known that actually leads to just be to call New York and
while supplies last ... a hundred or union is available only on a first come first served basis ... Smith was
fined ... but the union in your hands ... we collected PDT with the full story most remarkable things ...
many of the cool one hundred one hundred to one ... one eight hundred nine hundred to one point one
eight hundred and one ... ... 00:59:59

11. CNN Headline News DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 02:30 PM - 03:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:16:43 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. That is, ditch,
don't ask don't tell. The policy for gay and lesbian troops began in 1993 because of concerns about
morale and unit cohesion. But a new study done by the former officers finds there is no evidence those
concerns remain valid. Don't ask don't tell is forcing talented personnel to leave the territory. 00:17:08

12. The Al Sharpton Show DMA: N/A
The Power 169 (XM RADIO) National
07/08/2008 02:00 PM - 03:00 PM

00:30:42 McCain last couple of them proved to be ... he's run for New Zealand after a Boston guy comes
back in ... colleges Group E game and makes fun of the quarter we're in the Superdome and will sit down
here onto the ropes in hand ... and then takes any question he had anything but typical for an allocation
for throwing a lot of politicians that North Korea is all they talk about is there's three talking points in the
two directors in Congress that didn't seem to have lots of pockets became of sports loves the outdoors
does seem to love my knees and he can get on TV around me to fall a Washington fellow former office to
say it may be time to end the military's don't ask don't tell policy on gays ... retired officers to look at the
computer of policy and the current Congress should repeal it ... the study concludes the presence of gays
in the military is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and we and they point to the British and Israeli
armed forces where gay people serve openly without affecting the military operations ... all passed in
nineteen ninety three keeps the Pentagon asking recruits their sexual orientation and service members
cannot say they are gay or bisexual ... indeed homosexual Committee for American member of the same
sex ... I am Kathleen ... Washington The Pentagon also plans to build a less deadly close ... 00:31:59

00:34:00 I play of the future of Iraq ... they play ... O'Neill coverage of the Oregon ... ... and I think that's a
tall store keepers Yankee Stadium ... three of them have been able to hold the route starts July twelve ...
continue through the Gulf for days on Tuesday July fifteen ... Woods didn't use drugs and you Mubarak
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them and you see you ... I was born with this country is ... ... ... they are ... six ... no ... ... but you ... he
said ... did you ... the championship moments on the run ... as the one hundred acres Open
Championship played out at the legendary year ... thirty two year olds ... on Tuesday to declare it
generated fifty two to three shot lead in the sun ... pretty tough ... I was very good ... I wanted to tell who
is the latest tape from him back into the first ever four and played for the Open championship ... Apple be
helping to pay their respects in front of him ... what I was unable to make the closing are giving me that I
believe him ... that's what we have a new chapter will be written in two years its satellite to a two to one of
the Open championship with two thousand six one forty six G White fourteen to one ... the championship
is the world's great call ... ... still thanks to black people ... isn't it ... 00:35:59

13. KOMO 1000 News DMA: 14
KOMO-AM 1000 (---) Seattle/Tacoma
07/08/2008 01:00 PM - 02:00 PM

00:32:00 bidding for close to him he just wants what he is best for the three time French boycott ... I was
having an agreement to allow forces to continue to do their job to support the Iraqi government ... this is
the first at the gates to Fort Lewis and the first by Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld back in two
thousand two ... there could be a big question the military's Don't Ask Don't Tell policy ... retired
military officers didn't study and concluded that the policy needs to be changed to allow gays and
lesbians to serve openly probably won't pose any significant risk to arouse order for cohesion ... one was
that there this morning near Pike Place Market ... police are looking for Cuba and to lead to attempts to
force people were shot the day visit to the same location around and report the husband said that until
this was a stabbing or thirty times the US to because she was dating a twenty year old Richard jewel and
is charged with second degree murder ... prosecutors say he killed ... Eldora Ehrlich out over the
weekend after hold on South Main Street here in Seattle the couple moved here from the Twins after
surviving Hurricane Katrina ... back in two thousand ... the potential ban on Styrofoam containers at the
restaurant owners kind of worried ... look at the issue and you can speak to the polls ... s ... but the
debate about the struggle ... the Red Cross to go to the ouster of the hour ... Jason was a kid has got to
get the gold ... all of this issue he throws serious ... the team was flat ... it was too little to do it ... ... the No
... it was good ... Celtic ... that's right ... securing the site ... ... 00:33:59
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14. The Jack Rice Show DMA: 15
WCCO-AM 830 (CBS) Minneapolis/St. Paul
07/08/2008 01:00 PM - 02:00 PM

00:38:00 ... ... yes ... when did it ... where did they ... the thinking ... ... ... ... he said ... he feels ... repeal
the don't ask don't tell ... because the presence of gays in the military is likely to undermine the ability to
fight ... this is going to be released by a California based research center ... the University of California at
Santa Barbara when we come back it up with the director of the study exactly what the guitar ... stay with
us ... the trio WCCO attention ... are we speaking of participants with dark circles of the eye ... Newkirk
circles or bags around her eyes due to gravity ... the key to reaching fewer now eligible to try to legalize
three ... July has been induced to include delicate skin around the eyes nose been shown to eliminate
dark circles and then it can effectively diminishes the big dark circles under our duty to participate in a
high July twenty result risk free call one eight hundred nine hundred euros for sure ... Pressel capillaries
are on the IQ week allowing blood to pool beneath the skin like a lead group ... right now you can join the
thousands of people losing their dark circles straightaway watches bag literally disappeared from view ...
pre-trial by calling today ... if you're curious about getting rid of it ... right around the eyes you are eligible
to participate and experience of pretrial guidelines for your free trial called that number today one eight
hundred nine hundred zero to four six one hundred nine hundred zero six four ... in my backyard ... for
being here with the outcome ... Bush is trying to light when it happened in the report wasn't even a lie ... I
really don't know ... plant a tree ordeal ... he did it ... 00:39:59

00:40:00 ... he called for a TD ... the energy in nineteen eighty to eighty or natural gas lines ferries in your
yard ... you're going to be listening to this ... when you do ... and why ... the current year ... he added ...
electricity ... ... what we wanted to twenty games and it was ... ... you are attacked ... the project is
important ... we didn't think it was ... ... nine ... ... they ... you can take the rest of your car when when
when he will ... it takes to land ... morning Kate ... in some cases than before ... you can't hold one
garbage bag weaker ... is it ... or did you really can help people cope dual fuel ... he's condemned
Clinton's court began to grow ... and it's even more of these special ... so in writing ... Mexican unit ... it
was ready ... he's going to war ... and what to expect in the water came ... will you agree with you and
care ... ... good ... I would rebuild them ... so ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... forty ... the studio ... retired military
officers including three starts ... 00:41:59

00:42:00 the general with the early nineteen ninety three was passed with implementing President
Clinton's policy that the military start questioning recruits on their sexual orientation ... Don't Ask Don't
Tell ... the study agreed that going further than that ... so we turned to her and Falcons director of the
Michael D Palm Center at the University of California Santa Barbara ... thanks for joining us ... you know
what it is very obvious reasons ... last night and it is time it is going worldwide ... everybody is talking
about that ... for that ... ... after looking ... ... ... the chairman of the one point ... the military before were
killed ... who were these four a retired military officers as well as the people who were involved before
they left was the good people who are in support of the first place with people on both sides to work ...
Democrat or Republican ... I didn't know what their views were before the start of their research but it
turns out afterwards ... the paper ... for that ... we're hearing ... but we have all but three Army general ...
general from the Marine Corps ... the deal ... what's the expectation ... what happens next ... you don't ...
after the fall ... what can carry up to him ... what was the middle of a chore ... but we just don't think any of
them ... you know ... North of that ... 00:43:59
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15. Jim And Margery DMA: 7
WTKK-FM 96.9 (CNN) Boston
07/08/2008 01:00 PM - 02:00 PM

00:16:00 no what can the gun ... you know ... I'm making a big deal that because I think you have the
experts in the service including former Joint Chiefs of Staff ... OK yes ... the change of heart beat ... they
would have surely been staying ... he didn't think it would affect anything ... welcome ... the company is
causing a problem to no end in a formal debate to eighteen to lead them to have been the target because
of its target ... it returned for no wicket that ... most of the charges in the military are people that walked
out ... I didn't think and you can see it's a giant engine giant's Disney has gone ... I know I'm human ...
why do you think so ... ten Indiana nineteen to twenty years in the U ... they're quick to judge this than the
guy he was just that she's a joint Chiefs of Staff and for guidance to the military ... I told you and I can get
through but don't believe that people were not open to maybe get a kick ... Jan thank you for that here's
the thing we knew we had Alan happens with the don't ask don't tell policy what happens is if somebody
thinks someone is gay and a season in their off hours going on Tuesday barred the military and then
they can turn them in the end even though the person themselves wasn't doing anything on duty ... take a
turn to make it to start Tuesday with these women dislike this thing where you can eat you worried about
being out of time ... it is supposed to be in the military and is close to sort of high on your life from every
part of this is what the don't ask don't tell policy ... it requires two people in the can ... I just I don't get firm
... I don't get to know in the midst of this war or asked me so much over and over again and soldiers ... he
was saying when you get very smart especially 00:17:55

00:24:00 see how a classic battle group contended the beauty of life and your call toll free eight six six six
six zero sixty six sixty eight and two were injured three estimate local plastic Man Group's dot com ...
classic battle groups the best troops under the sun ... eight six six six six zero sixty six sixty eight ... living
rooms located in dense urban Southern when it paid six six to six six zero sixty six sixty eight classic
battle groups dot com ... log on to your favorite with London on May nine ... CA ... ... ... she is conscious
and twenty Marines in forcing me to keep the peace and lieutenant general and the two generals and
colonels and animals and all that stuff ... these guys get together at this time ... they hadn't case and
lesbians to openly military is not a problem ... should Congress to change the law ... John can the
military said ... absolutely not ... I think we should note that this donor's conference play and if the
consensus is emerging and that it doesn't interfere with coach the end of the unit ... it is time to be learned
discriminatory in the military ... this e-mail ... he can be no need to continue but it does turn Ukraine's
when people say what you said you can get tickets that time aren't required to announce essential ... I
don't go around cracking header sexuality ... why don't they just don't have much to stop flaunting their
preferences ... I did that all the time ... King Kathy ... if people want to go around flaunting their preference
is in the military mean it's you know I'm going to go in gay pride parade she wanted to people wanting
things and people being way out there ... the question of trying to live your life and normal brain just like
past week ... you have a husband to me you have a boyfriend Inc ... 00:25:59

00:26:00 and he was speaking to people you talk about your husband or your boyfriend ... well if you're
the key moment in the military ... you can call it that your girlfriend because then you'd be gay and you're
not supposed to tell ... you weren't going out after work on for hours to go to Weight Gain foreign currency
which is going to kill me ... I'm punching your gay friends ... I couldn't talk about that because then you'd
be telling me you re kidding ... don't ask don't tell me that you cannot talk about your life it means you
have to hide what you are it's not a question of wanting to question it being implemented ... leads the
league between your service and many people put the pictures of their loved ones how many people
many sad stories click the down and in some part of the Christ and where they had a lot of pictures of
their loved ones his girlfriend good stuff ... well if you're a gay person you better not to consume content
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that can be daunting there because he thought he had pictures of your gay lover then you are telling ...
and don't ask don't tell since you can't tell ... so that's my answer to people flaunting ... it's not about
flaunting seen from our Brent thank you for calling ninety nine to BTK can lead to larger teaching is not
here Hyde team ... Margaret tie up ... she worked with general don't think that all along that it particularly
amid general election than in the field open with the flu ... Lieutenant and they all political and racial
opinion ... the total joke ... general before the politicians call the colonel ... it is it really doesn't it's not
realistic ... and it will still be No ... the deal ... that's what they did ... the offer ... Gen ... for every Friday the
team ... Jeanne the existence of the study and I was spending time in talking to people in the troops
straight game in midfield straight guy and an NBA guy ... 00:27:59

00:30:00 suffice it to pitch well step intended for one thing to think and twelve win in Houston ... here's
another story and making these MPs and many and when your timing and disappointing year a time of
year Times's disease is very accurate ... almost all the time when they make up fourteen percent of Army
personnel ... but forty six percent to forty six percent of those discharge and the posse last year where
when and when to make up twenty percent the Air Force but forty nine percent of these discharges under
the policy last year for women ... so I know that he may know a lot of them and that the media and
military team but an awful lot of them a disproportionate number of sand are being dismissed in fact the
dismissals ... fifty percent that the people are just as fifty percent of those women to make the people of a
kind of the good guy and gave women the military ... I don't know but came in didn't seem to be the ones
that are getting turned and ... and I was discharged from the military six one seven eight to two point nine
six nine Verizon collars pound Tennessee side Braga common consent that that gays should be able to
serve openly in the military however has caught the eye can see she's not going to overrule what the
good thing she said the Army Navy Marines and Air Force had to say about this be a new study that we
have former retired Hutchison I mean maybe it was the Marines saying that he's ten now determined by
entering into space and in terms of troops by studying the effect of the nineteen eighty three contests and
help us have decided that it is not good posse make its deal to openly serve ... and part of the reasons
that the former Joint Chiefs who stand on an entrenched announced that former joint chiefs are broken ...
it's a couple months ago talking about getting rid of the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy at times because of
tremendous strain on the all volunteer armed services that were putting the puck more and more free ...
despite three ... 00:31:59

00:38:00 the ... ... the eight suites ... she's a stint candidates will be several one time military conditions
we need each gets worse and Arenas has concluded that don't and don't tell policy initiated back in
nineteen eighty three By Bill Clinton serving as the continent's don't ask don't tell ... making the military
... they're saying now that we can get rid of that policy because we needed to gays lesbians and military
retirement and three straights that the number one and they will not break down of course the team in the
unit ... I don't think David has a good point here ... he did it ... yes he's saying I will keep calling in saying
they'll new gay people when they were in the military and no one cared ... no one cared ... while possibly
can to come out and nobody can come to some extent you can count on you know I think that that
potentially is when a kid and he kept tinkering has it become lesbians ... continued ... this indicates that
was much quicker ... throw out the door in the good guys good to see you know what that's about the
nanny case ... I had several studies have shown him looked at people going to keep the military ... under
the Don't Ask Don't Tell ... eleven thousand dismissals ... since its indictment in nineteen ninety three and
recently ... for those dismissed ... camping agreement which would seem to share it said that the
members of the women in military is very small and fifteen twenty percent of people turned out ... our
girls six seventy two to one May six nine Verizon content to extend the current think it took only eighteen
in nineteen ninety nine to be ... you're great ... we're going to be American ... I would have to work with
your love watching Nike religion and deftly a small unit level at the top of the incumbent dies ... thank you
... they haven't fooled ... 00:39:59
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16. CNN Headline News DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 01:00 PM - 01:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:06:21 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon ditch "don't ask,
don't tell." the policy for gay and lesbian troops began in 1993 because of concerns about morale and
unit cohesion. But a new study done by the former officers finds there's no evidence those concerns
remain valid. They say "don't ask, don't tell" is forcing talented personnel to leave the military. 00:06:37

17. CNN Headline News DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 12:30 PM - 01:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:17:43 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. Ditch don't ask,
don't tell. The policy for gay and lesbian groups began back in 1983 because of concerns about morale
and unit cohesions. Baa new study done by the former officers finds that there is no evidence that those
concerns remain valid. They say that don't ask don't tell isorcing talented personnel to leave the military.
00:18:04

18. News 8 At Noon DMA: 41
WGAL-TV CH 8 (NBC) Harrisburg/Lancaster/Lebanon/York
07/08/2008 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:09:47 Tylenol believes the right pain reliever for you is one that works with your body to target
pain, without irritating your stomach like aspirin, or even ibuprofen can, one doctors recommend more
than any other brand of pain reliever, so you can feel better, in every sense of the word. O o Iraq's
national serity adviser says his country will not accept any deal with the U.S. That doesn't include specific
dates for the pullout of U.S.-led forces. That's something president bush opposes. Iraq's prime minister
syas he expects a troop deal with Washington to include some type of timetable for a withdrawal. A study
by four retired military officers suggests congss should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays
in the military. The policy stops military officials from asking recruits about their sexual orientation. The
officers who conducted the study found the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's
ability fight and win. The panel points to the British and israeli militaries, where it says gay people serve
openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat operations. Russian president dmitry medvedev says
his first meeting with president bush produced no break-throughs on key issues. The two met at the g-8
summit in northern japan. Russia is opposed to the bush administration's plans to deploy missile defense
installations in central Europe and the administration's support for bids by Georgia and ukraine to join
nato. The Russian president did say he wants good relations with president bush's successor in the white
house. A government report is expected today on a tour bus accident that killed seven people including
members of the bluffton university baseball team in march of last year. Thirty-three members of bluffton
university's baseball team were aboard the bus when it ran through an overpass, went over a bridge and
fell nineteen feet onto interstate-75 in Atlanta. Five players were killed along with the bus drir and his wife.
Bluffton university is located in bluffton, Ohio the federal aviation administration is disputing clms by air
traffic controllers that two passenger jets 00:12:06
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19. Eyewitness News 4 At Midday DMA: 44
KOB-TV CH 4 (NBC) Albuquerque/Santa Fe
07/08/2008 12:00 PM - 01:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:36:18 It later died. The mastiff was shot with beanbag rounds a put in an animal shelter. Police
say the baby was in her crib, covered with blood. She wasn't hurt. The US And the czech republic signed
a treaty today allowing the US To build a radar facility on czech soil. The radar facility is part of a missile
shield that will protect the US Against what the US Calls "rogue" states like iran. The other half of the
shield will include interceptor missiles that will be built in poland. There have been protests --Both in
poland and the czech republic against the shield. The governments of poland and the czech republic
have agreed to the idea. A study finds gays in the military doesn't undermine the unit's ability to fight and
win. The four retired military officers who conducted the study suggest congress should repeal the
"don't ask, don't tell" policy. They found evidence --allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly is
unlikely to pose any significant risk to morale or unit cohesion. The panel points to the British and israeli
militaries, where it says gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat operations.
Women can now be ordained bishops in the church of England. The move came at a meeting last night.
The church's ruling body conced the tradition of male-only bishops would be changed. Reports say many
were saddened by the outcome of the vote. Church of England officials say it's unlikely any women would
be consecrated as a bishop before 20-14. Nearly half of the nation's coral reefs are in bad shape
00:38:00

20. ABC 6 News DMA: 52
WLNE-TV CH 6 (ABC) Providence/New Bedford
07/08/2008 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:12:42 But they have improved a bit recently. It's been military protocol for years, but now, the
"don't ask, don't tell" policy could be changing. This comes after a study conducted by four retired
military officers suggests all suggests allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly is unlikely to
undermine their ability to fight, and win. The panel uses the British and israeli militaries as examples,
where it's O-K For gay people to serve openly, their sexual orientation doesn't hurt the effectiveness of
combat missions. Now an urgent warning for anyone taking cipro and similar antibiotics, the FDA Has
ordered makers of the drugs to add a "black box" warning citing risks that the drugs can cause tendon
ruptures. The government says to stop taking says to stop taking the medications immediately if you
experience any tendon pain, swelling or inflammation. More heat and humidity this afternoon. My 6day
more heat and humidity this afternoon. Forecast is next. 00:13:47
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21. 31 News DMA: 117
WMBD-TV CH 31 (CBS) Peoria/Bloomington
07/08/2008 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:07:21 But, say the world economy as a whole, is facing uncertainty. Some g-8 leaders are also
planning to slash greenhouse gas emissions in half by the year 2050. The "New York times" says the
industrialized countries wanted to work within a stalled U-N Climate change debate and have a target
date to fight global warming. The g-8 statement seemed designed to cloak rather than resolve differences
pitting the European union and japan, which look for clear-cut targets, against the United States. The US
Has been reluctant to contemplate such goals unless major polluters such as china reduce their
emissions. In the west, California governor arnold schwarzenegger is calling for more help as firefighters
fight hundreds of wildfires across the state. Fires have burned more than six-hundred-thousand acres,
and more than three-Hundred fires continue to ravage the state. Most of the damage is in the northern
and central parts of the state. Red flag warnings will be in effect tomorrow as high pressure brings hotter
temperatures. An estimated one-hundred-million dollars has already been spent fighting fires in the state.
Don't ask, don't tell, the policy that allows lesbians and gay men to serve in the US Military if they stay
quiet about their sex lives will get a hearing today. " usa today" reports democratic congressman marty
meehan of Massachusetts will reintroduce a bill that would repeal the policy president clinton approved in
1993. The measure had 122 co-Sponsors last year but died in the republican-controlled congress. Since
the policy took effect, nearly 11-thousand troops, have been discharged because they were gay. A G-A-O
Report in 2005 found that at least eight-Hundred dismissed gay servicembers had skills deemed "mission
critical" by the pentagon. Coming up tonight on wmbd 31 news at five and six, peorians walk to the moon
and back, we'll show you how a new exercise is getting people off the couch, plus, 00:09:09

[CC] 00:07:21 But, say the world economy as a whole, is facing uncertainty. Some g-8 leaders are also
planning to slash greenhouse gas emissions in half by the year 2050. The "New York times" says the
industrialized countries wanted to work within a stalled U-N Climate change debate and have a target
date to fight global warming. The g-8 statement seemed designed to cloak rather than resolve differences
pitting the European union and japan, which look for clear-cut targets, against the United States. The US
Has been reluctant to contemplate such goals unless major polluters such as china reduce their
emissions. In the west, California governor arnold schwarzenegger is calling for more help as firefighters
fight hundreds of wildfires across the state. Fires have burned more than six-hundred-thousand acres,
and more than three-Hundred fires continue to ravage the state. Most of the damage is in the northern
and central parts of the state. Red flag warnings will be in effect tomorrow as high pressure brings hotter
temperatures. An estimated one-hundred-million dollars has already been spent fighting fires in the state.
Don't ask, don't tell, the policy that allows lesbians and gay men to serve in the US Military if they stay
quiet about their sex lives will get a hearing today. " usa today" reports democratic congressman marty
meehan of Massachusetts will reintroduce a bill that would repeal the policy president clinton approved in
1993. The measure had 122 co-Sponsors last year but died in the republican-controlled congress. Since
the policy took effect, nearly 11-thousand troops, have been discharged because they were gay. A G-A-O
Report in 2005 found that at least eight-Hundred dismissed gay servicembers had skills deemed "mission
critical" by the pentagon. Coming up tonight on wmbd 31 news at five and six, peorians walk to the moon
and back, we'll show you how a new exercise is getting people off the couch, plus, 00:09:09
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22. Ricci Ware DMA: 37
KTSA-AM 550 (IND) San Antonio
07/08/2008 12:00 PM - 01:00 PM

00:21:31 if he gets a new time in twelve eighteen get that continued until crispy along with Red Bull are
on the TSA's news at News ... Hemmer CBS News consultant ... major Michael blinders on and TPS a
new sneaker line ... and airlines that don't ask don't tell policy that allows lesbians and gay men to serve
in the United States military if they stay quiet about their sexual orientation ... we didn't get a
congressional hearing today ... first of all do we know the status of the hearing ... the area we know that
child to an out and felt that that the Fed is that this isn't undermined ... I didn't compete in the event that
the Congress and ask them to read to you ... for the title play off circle and all that can also get into it and
that warning that that is likely that the panel made a panel recommends that the policy change ... so we
were not sure about when the hearing is actually going to happen just yet ... no not not nothing like that
with the trophy here and to share with you know that the panel will have to do so that they didn't feel that
the military ... good to know could undermine his unit cohesion ... sure ... and Democratic Congressman
Marty Meehan of Massachusetts plans to reintroduce a bill that would repeal the policy that President
Clinton approved in nineteen ninety three ... and that is a change in an attempt to allow openly gay
service members is that correct ... yes ... 00:22:52

00:22:52 on that and that has been you know it's been successful and in that it has gotten no truth to it
but that line out period with regard to begin a major change in how the military front the cartoon band
wound to the dispute that this story and it's a lot on you ... we can't allow the military should be ... the
attention on how to fight to change that ... I'm sad because this idea that the team's first in order for us ... I
think the military came to the north with this nothing has nothing but the flip side though ... and while this
does this it means other issues besides this coming on saying it will undermine the cohesion based on
what we see overseas and then something wrong with the unintended consequences that could happen
without really careful review of all that and said he also said that on military and teachers changing
allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly ... he is unlikely to pose any significant risk to them around
and do you agree with that ... I mean I've I have to say this that you doubt that we'll go down fifty three
specific units on ... I think like anything else is that the mobile units that they that don't agree with I think
there's certainly been good and it is going to put into 00:24:08
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23. KOMO 4 News DMA: 14
KOMO-TV CH 4 (ABC) Seattle/Tacoma
07/08/2008 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:03:31 Lewis meeting with or me ranger, with wounded soldiers and getting to be with a couple
new mothers and newborn infacts with the army and then just a moment ago met with stryker shoulders
so it is a nice visit for him because he got to spend the 4th of July holiday at his own home in Washington
state up near mount vernon. Keith eldridge, komo-4 news. Back to you. Molly: keith, thank you very ch.
The country will not accept any deal with the U.S. Unless we come up with specificates for the withdrawal
of U.S. Forces. President sh says he opposed a switch in the timetable. Mike: there could be a big switch
in the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. Retired military officers did a study and concluded the
policy needs to be changed. They say allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly probably won't pose
any significant risk to morale, order or cohesion. The panel says British and israeli militaries allow gays
to serve openly and there aren't any problems with their operations. Molly: six people wake up to smoke
and flames, a family pet was trped for more than 45 minutes. Mike: it happened in bellevue in the newport
hill area. It was about 5:00 am when a quiet morning gave way to racing fire trucks and scurrying
neighbors. Molly: komo-4's mark miller was above this house fire in air-4 while it was going on. He's live
on scene now with the latest. Mark? Mark: this thing was dramatic enough from the air but come on and
take a look at the house, back there, it is charred and the whole second story is just an absolute mess.
Now, everybody insideas asleep when this thing started, and you know how a lot of people never wake
up, we're reporting a different story, but in this case thankfully, one person inside that house was awake.
00:05:14

[CC] 00:03:31 Lewis meeting with or me ranger, with wounded soldiers and getting to be with a couple
new mothers and newborn infacts with the army and then just a moment ago met with stryker shoulders
so it is a nice visit for him because he got to spend the 4th of July holiday at his own home in Washington
state up near mount vernon. Keith eldridge, komo-4 news. Back to you. Molly: keith, thank you very ch.
The country will not accept any deal with the U.S. Unless we come up with specificates for the withdrawal
of U.S. Forces. President sh says he opposed a switch in the timetable. Mike: there could be a big switch
in the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. Retired military officers did a study and concluded the
policy needs to be changed. They say allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly probably won't pose
any significant risk to morale, order or cohesion. The panel says British and israeli militaries allow gays
to serve openly and there aren't any problems with their operations. Molly: six people wake up to smoke
and flames, a family pet was trped for more than 45 minutes. Mike: it happened in bellevue in the newport
hill area. It was about 5:00 am when a quiet morning gave way to racing fire trucks and scurrying
neighbors. Molly: komo-4's mark miller was above this house fire in air-4 while it was going on. He's live
on scene now with the latest. Mark? Mark: this thing was dramatic enough from the air but come on and
take a look at the house, back there, it is charred and the whole second story is just an absolute mess.
Now, everybody insideas asleep when this thing started, and you know how a lot of people never wake
up, we're reporting a different story, but in this case thankfully, one person inside that house was awake.
00:05:14
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24. Fox5 News At Midday DMA: 9
WTTG-TV CH 5 (FOX) Washington, DC
07/08/2008 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:13:49 A new study finds the military's don't ask don't tell policy isn't making a difference. The
study conducted by four retired military officers finds the presence of gays in the military is unlikely to
undermine the abili to fight and win. President clinton's policy that they stop questioning them on sexual
orientation was put in to place in 93. 00:14:06

25. The Stephanie Miller Show DMA: N/A
Syndicated Radio (---) National
07/08/2008 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

00:46:00 ... ... they didn't she ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a ... ... ... ... ... ... the military ... they should repeal the
don't ask don't tell law because the prisons is the military is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight to win
the court wanted to study the team ... the spy California based research the study conducted by four
retired military officers including the three star Air Force lieutenant general who in the early ninety three
was tasked with implementing President Clinton policy ... he says evidence shows allowing gays and
lesbians serve openly is unlikely to pose any significant risk to Burrell that were disciplined for cohesion
the opposite ... you don't get any help ... he has ... Deanna anywhere ... he can now live ... but I knew it
when we were spending can be administered up to the arts ... it's rather like a sinker in the gym or who is
not by any means to lose ... the debate team are discussing the West ... ... that would deal with the Greek
goalkeeper was the exclusive progress ... because the woman to lead ... and I had been fishing percent
of the boy to one of the founders to continue to watch it could be due to the community ... and on to
second ... I was told ... like number of sites on the widest portion of the league to be released with them
but we don't think it's quite appropriate and actually maybe percent when it went into the twenty two to
nine hundred organisms ... just two hundred ... 00:47:59
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26. These Days With Tom Fudge DMA: 27
KPBS-FM 89.5 (NPR/APR) San Diego
07/08/2008 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

00:36:00 the ability to my scouts didn't show it ... they had any material and they had one song that
actually no longer is part of the show of the things that is ready to go and let's get a shot to the conclusion
from the audience to see how it plays ... and then from that point on we just started going together as
rewrites ... as the group as they would show now it's my understanding all you guys are from New York
with the riots that has endeared coming here to San Diego to put on the show's diversionary theater ...
and is this a West Coast for me and this is the West Coast from their icy and has tipped as the plane
been on stage in New York someplace ... the challenger and the North Division has been in your
computer ... yet don't know yet if the baby daddy and see them sadly rebound three days to get to go in in
facile production New York and we did was call the showcase production in in Brooklyn ... and now we're
we're currently hoping to bring the show it off Broadway in the next year or so ... and that and so this is
going to sell part of the journey of figuring out exactly what the show as they were very very close but the
key things he wanted to play with a four week bidder for troops in Iraq ... well what was it like to be gay
and in the military during World War two ... well and there's there's as many activities many experiences
and that is their word and lesbians serving during the war but not in some ways I'm the way is the ticket
because if he's here because there was less knowledge about what a good soldier look like and the
reception duty for soldiers that they were out there are soldiers who passed by rather completely there's
also the beginnings of real witch hunts ... suspected from essential service and didn't ... recruiters can
enlist years of service men and asked them if they're homeless ankle ... yet this was that part of what's
exciting about this period is is that the first time that the psychiatrist and an injunction asked whether you
are homosexual ... and they're going to start is for her son to me as an act ... but this was the first time
that there is a class of people call homosexuals to let this get it ... 00:37:59

00:54:00 with a single capping its was the best he could talk about that thing and it's exactly like and now
it's a no ... it's a big laugh because everybody knows the answer to that ... and that was one of the way
kids ... gossip around each other but dressed in civilian clothes and going to wind ... and then declined to
speak at a place for gay soldiers to conduct a different guy for the Village People ... the US military has
another house but again interject here if I can regard to you ... demands promiscuity ... Candiotti He didn't
necessarily during the war in the military to get any ... confined environment that all men for a long period
of time I think that what I as a director like to explore is that it's not so that remains very universal in every
one that has to look at themselves and ask themselves questions ... if you find yourself in that
environment ... isn't this isn't really about being gay or straight anymore or is it just isn't just the feeling is
fuming he can make human desire that we all have to have some sort of quality of life ... and I think part
of the Don't Ask Don't Tell thing is interesting because it's like you said it's not as it's not so important that
the person is or is not gay ... I'm wondering whether a lot of heat ... the conflict comes from the fact that
there are many streak ... dad have sex with other guys and they don't stand in terms of want to be labeled
... what were some of the challenges he Gore in states he is willing to release a cinematic ... and episodic
although I think when you see people feel that it's in the southern town ... the challenge was how do I
create a visual sense of time and place ... without it turning into a theory that the lumbering production ...
one dead that the audience would never notice the scene change and yet it would be very conscious of
the completely typical ... 00:55:59
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27. Armstrong And Getty DMA: 6
KNEW-AM 910 (---) San Francisco
07/08/2008 09:00 AM - 10:00 AM

00:38:00 ... the ... ... the US ... he was in the week ... and good protection ... to get the show ... nine thirty
eight ... ... asked if it isn't easy ... he only knew the entire ... we'll actually be linked ... Randy ... asked to
meet you ... smoking has been you know asked to the desert is huge majority state actually ... ten ... he's
been spending your afternoon's meeting this afternoon ... shocking new details right to a friend of mine ...
I didn't like it it's like living in China ... don't treat the drug is mentoring ... his point ... like you know I kid
you wouldn't expect an excuse to blows and cigar smoking he had that moment it like to direct all the time
to act to getting back to dealing to do the are you've got to keep channels to speak with UC Santa
Barbara ... the retired military officers to tighten up the don't ask don't tell policy makers doubled twice
once to see ... the Defense Department to Congress to be in charge of regulating sexual misconduct with
the military ... so don't ask don't tell is a better policy on that one will come when you're finished ... also
they say there's just no evidence to go and looked ... evidence shows that allowing Jason one is to serve
openly is unlikely to pose any significant risk to the ground to order disciplined ... she said ... and it went in
the British ... 00:39:59

00:40:00 the Israeli military toward a circle ... it doesn't seem to hurt ... find retired military gadgets on
the UC system's used to teach it ... the target people who served ... gay straight male female your
thoughts on domestic L twenty to six six three three one to twenty six eight three three one eighteen five
five its conflict ... Bryan in doubles as California Brian how he was asked ... thank you ... sure absolutely
touch was the thing about Elvis ... two of three years ... and I have a problem ... the fact that there will be
chapter of the far East ... I cannot because it's going to be relieved that the captives told everything that I
guess it was it ... so what does this do we need ... the story of a vicious drug control ... does it ... I'm the ...
don't you ... the other guy is going to be what I would go to the extent it can be anybody up for who they
are ... OK ... but overall what do you think doctors don't tell spine using diesel to serve openly in what was
it your insurer said leave the Pentagon isn't what would you say ... is religion ... you know I've been I've
been out more information on the situation to make ... O'Brien Thanks appreciate your service and thanks
Colin ... Stephen offered up their words be a quality is is is Mr Blix did ... legal briefs the power to ... it
doesn't get the French region ... Kate talk to us what you think ... it didn't matter whether you're straight or
gay or whatever ... 00:41:59

00:42:00 ... ... T middle of the hour with a pitch in to tell me ... the one person who's ... yes ... did did you
know it's bonds said ... your service to the country will keep talking to you just get used to ... what do you
want to campaign for a week ... meet basement ... ... it's got to read a letter that you shouldn't try to do
things just don't ask don't tell work shift ... sure ... don't take polls ... in two thousand was about to admit
that they're going to say yes to what it is ... it matters to a perception was not too far ... we get to the
issues ... second what is going to get to speak to Everton ... when you're straight or gay rights especially
appreciate it ... no ... s bottoms ... we don't approve of the US military in the rest of them signed to ... it's
kind of maintenance ... the intention was and it is the unit jumped ... the military went in Churchill's and
run ... OPP ... the Munich sodomy in the land ... what does it what was the scene run the British GP ... I
can't act ... Boies I don't know ... you don't ... continued ... what do you think of don't ask don't tell ... ...
one of the twenty seconds ... 00:43:59
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28. Russ Parr Morning Show DMA: N/A
Syndicated Radio (---) National
07/08/2008 09:00 AM - 10:00 AM

00:12:00 the rules or from the fifteen thousand dead in regards to their customers ... a new government ...
the report seemed to score down low ... I mean there might be a number of reasons why they may be
some late eighties and so on so forth ... Jacqueline Kennedy the confines of these negative ads are just
lingered to keep your credit score it and you've got to bring a credit score up on it to you Miles and
announced later this year ... listen right now so that the sounds of pitching one day we get it with interest
rates ... when you do that when your credit score is obsolete chemicals seized as of eleven of the plane
of the credit ... eight hundred nine six five a one to two at eight hundred nine to five one one two operator
said they are right now to respond to medical and the buildup are active state exactly what they're going
to miss out once these hearings ... eight hundred and ninety five a one to nine on The Line train and
began asking this question ... they're talking about ... lifting the Heat don't ask don't tell ... and the military
... good night for those who don't know if it is years ago Bill Clinton was president ... consider that this little
off ... you don't ask don't tell about your sexuality ... one now ... gains in the military ... one of the will to
serve openly ... if they want to be able to say yes I'm gay and I'm a Marine or Army of time in the Army or
whatever ... and are a lot of people better against it ... ... I mean they're just basically saying until her for
hours and so on and so forth ... and blah blah blah ... but what we've got a lot of people in the military
said in a closet then are dying for our country ... does that stand for anything ... you know these are
people that aren't patriotic ... but on the uniform can serve the country ... yet they have to hide who they
are the young still in that sense when you're thinking only of it is and it's been going on ... a line on this
peninsula nickel mines over there right now one eight seven seven seven to seven seven seven forty six
... ... 00:13:59

00:14:00 so as the military of Marine One ... only when you want a Marine always a Marine ... for its rings
and Co ... you can get you in the mind set up near the offices of a lot of people that are in the military
was to be ... we did back in again ... Ahmed I want to be the last one was and I was eighteen hours of
grooming young ... so I'm really see a lot of it ... you know saying the end of the magma now ... you know
we call it a lot of activity going on in during May and I know people in St Paul ... on the job ... I'm telling
you ... I just never going to see the enemy in this because you know wanting to be allowed to be allowed
to hide when you don't ask don't tell ... a lot of lesbians and a lot of you know ... and when to stay quiet ...
and you know ... leading Arab ... get your world champion and I know my brother was a Marine also in
view of suspected bin Laden runs on ... you had a rough time and you know on that ... that is an issue ...
we view as to how you feel about it ... one eight seven seven seventeen seven seven seven forty six is
the longtime friend asked the morning a man ... you don't want you to update you think that gays should
be able to serve openly in the military ... and we have to do it ... and I agree with and against and you
can accomplish it ... the enemy ... ... and Democrats ... get away with it ... KAGAN and that is acutely
aware of it ... good to know if you break it ... she said that like ... the people you know ... ... I mean there is
very gently getting out the service in the hour ... 00:15:59
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29. Robin & Company DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 09:00 AM - 09:30 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:24:32 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. Don't ask, don't
tell. The policy for gay and lesbian troops back in 1993 because of concerns about moral. But a new
study done by the former officers says that there's no evidence of concerns that remain valid. They say
--People who been livin' on a prayer are getting help from jon bon jovi. The rock star and his charity are
donating money, to bld five more habitat for humanity homes in Detroit. Yesterday, he visited some
people who've already moved in. Having the power of celebrity compounded by corporate dollars
compounded by the efforts of the beautiful people of this nation who really want to revitalize the
neighborhood and not lose the feel so their kids can play on the streets safely, I think that that's what
America is all about. The new homes will be done in time for families to move in by the holidays. Very
nice. 00:25:33

30. The Kathy And Judy Show DMA: 3
WGN-AM 720 (IND) Chicago
07/08/2008 09:00 AM - 10:00 AM

00:30:00 Chicago thousand twenty WT ... right now at nine thirty and hampering an update good morning
and the Birch and a three year old Oswego boy who disappeared last night was well and apparently State
this morning ... Brian played was on the bottom of the missiles ... the search for fifty eight year old
Clarence twelve ... and this morning in northwest Indiana ... he was wanted in connection with the
stabbing death of his wife to make it over the weekend ... and Congress has to take a look at the
military's controversial ... don't ask don't tell policy regarding gays in the military ... he was treated in a
report ... Massachusetts Democratic Congressman Marty Meehan will introduce a bill to repeal the policy
... AWD is court observers against average and six thirty pre-game coverage of the White Sox are on the
road ... Kansas City and WGN traffic has rebounded to give money to help them illegal about thirty
minutes an hour to go ... the forty billion on Kennedy thirty four year twenty six from the judge and having
kids between him and his agenda breaking a fourteen inning stretch the flank in a twenty six year Ford
Eisenhower looked good in both directions ... he didn't intend on running in only twenty two minutes from
time to have it go down a bit of forty and fifty seven to tie statement on the link him to tell mine ... one
twenty two Everett I ninety has cleared one with eighty eight three fifteen by friendly chart that we still
have them ... Lee studied thousand UN troops and down to collect in connection with nine forty thousand
hundred and thirty GMT ... the WGN forecast to improve the weather channel ... here's the quote and
scattered showers and storms ... the potential for severe weather damage and has been inconsistent ...
today the storms move out this evening ... tonight we're proud to sixty six ... so it was two to one to one
hiding behind the two thousand that went into the promised on Thursday ... ITV ... and it will turn on the
weather forced thousands in stocks and twenty WP and seventy six at the lakefront seventy four in the
late seventy four degrees the issue ... 00:31:59
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31. Jack Riccardi DMA: 37
KTSA-AM 550 (IND) San Antonio
07/08/2008 09:00 AM - 10:00 AM

00:34:31 or imitate the US a twenty four hour news for a look at the private jet ... here's a big job ... any
reaction until being cleared of melody Moore and Peter Oakes elsewhere collisions that the way for
Northwest Newport and socialist calendar and fortune over the west side ... that accident now being
cleared of the Peace Bell might be in Southwest's thirty six three Don Johnson in San Antonio's News
Talk five fifty K TSA to whether several times of clouds and sun shine this debate goes on the show or in
some places around this morning though on the storm in the afternoon or evening hours ... high above
ninety ... it is partly sunny seventy six now Congress is set to take a look to the military's controversial
don't ask don't tell policy ... USA Today reports ... Massachusetts Democratic Congressman Marty be
handling of reintroduce a bill repealing the policy that allows lesbians and gay men to serve in the US
military if they stay quiet about their sex lives ... local bomb old wants to overhaul US bankruptcy laws
the presumptive Democratic presidential candidate is proposing his plan to sell order in a town hall
meeting in powder Springs Georgia ... Oh mama suggesting reporting the law that will give Americans
who find themselves trapped and death ... a second chance ... Senatorial International Airport lost power
this morning for the second time in a week and although power is now back on airport spokesman David
is there Sosa took about forty five minutes for a crime that there was equipment issues with the
transformer ... they were able to go out and pictures rather quickly ... the problem this time of loss and
utility poles near the airport which fell over and the CPS Energy official says the two power outages were
not related to the timing is just a coincidence all inbound and outbound flights are currently on schedule ...
city Councilwoman the audience every UN hopes to make the Alamo City a little bit greener by following
in the footsteps of some other cities across the country ... the city in New York for example and then turn
on the community have told me he called the number of one million trees in their community and this is
something that Netanya ... he was allowing helped woman is watching this retreat planting program this
week which will plant more than four hundred trees along streets throughout the city beginning with that
stacks of between sixteen or four and he's there ... the Dow was up eight points Nasdaq up for us from
the five hundred is down to ... I'm from all around senatorial election Station five fifty KT of Copenhagen
airports quality contemporary furniture and accessories for your home and office great selection of
everyday low prices is simply no would store in San Antonio like Copenhagen shop and compare energy
research going 00:36:53
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32. Good Day Oregon DMA: 23
KPTV-TV CH 12 (FOX) Portland, OR
07/08/2008 08:00 AM - 09:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:05:45 Now, the secretary of state's office announced in October of 2007 that oponents fel just
short of gathering enough signatures, required to place that issue on the ballot. Now, the ring could have
a major impact on the 2,200 same secouples who have already registered for domestic partnerships in
Oregon since the law took efect on February 1. The couples get more equality on hospital visits, medical
decisions, and parent and other legal and financial issues, but do not get the same benefit, such as social
security payments and joint tax returns that are granted to, to married couples. Now, the lawsuit was filed
by, by 33 voters against the secretary of state bill bradbury and the election officials in 10 other Oregon
counties. Live in news control, chad carter, "good day Oregon." a new study out of California says that the
presence of gays in the military is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win. The study was
conducted by four retired military officers. They say that their work is supported by the sucess of the
British and israeli militaries where gay people serve openly. They also say tha ask, don't tell law
undermines unit cohesion and should be repealed by congress. Nasa has set the date for the last space
shuttle missi ever. Nasa has tentatively scheduled the shuttle mission for may 31 of 2010. Four months
before the deadline to retire the shuttle fleet. And in all, NASA has 10 missions remaing for the shuttle
fleet. Five this year and five next year, and thre in 2010. Once the shuttles retire, NASA will focus on the
ares rocket and orion capsule that will be used to return the restaurants to the moon. 00:07:19

33. The Daily Buzz DMA: N/A
Syndicated TV (---) National
07/08/2008 08:00 AM - 09:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:32:24 Military: 4 retired US Military officers, including a 3-star Air Force Lt. Gen., think military gays
should serve openly. V: US troops. The officers say Congress should repeal the Don't Ask, Don't Tell
policy. 00:33:01

34. Robin & Company DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 08:00 AM - 08:30 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:26:01 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. Ditch the don't
ask, don't tell. That policy for gay and lesbian troops began in 1993, because of concerns about morale
and unit cohesion. But a new study done by the former officer says there's evidence those concerns
remain valid. They say that "don't ask don't tell" is forcing talented personnel to leave. 00:26:20
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35. American Morning DMA: N/A
CNN (---) National
07/08/2008 08:00 AM - 09:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:05:12 Gays In The Military: A new study shows gays in the military don't undermine unit cohesion.
V; file video of some US soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan. 00:05:38

36. Robin & Company DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 07:30 AM - 08:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:17:20 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. Ditch "don't ask
don't tell the policy for gay and lesbian troops began in 1993 because of concerns about morale and unit
cohesion. A new study done by the former officer says there is no evidence that those conrns remain
valid. They say "don't ask don't tell" is forcing talented personnel to leave. 00:17:39

37. Good Day Oregon DMA: 23
KPTV-TV CH 12 (FOX) Portland, OR
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:06:38 Live in news control, chad carter, "good day Oregon." > thank you, chad. > a new stud did I
out of California says the presence of gays in the military is unlikely to undermine the awilt to fight and
win. The study was conducted by four retired military officers. That he say their work is supported by the
success of the British and australian militaries where gay members serve openly. They said the don't
ask don't tell should be repealed by congress. > NASA tentively scheduled the final shutle mission for
may 31st of the year 2010. Four months before a deadline to retire the shuttle fleet. Inll, NASA has ten
mixes remaing for the shutting fleet. Five this year, five next year and three in the year 2010. Once retired
NASA will focus on the aries rocket and o'ryan capsule that would be used to return astronauts to the
move. This is a picture of the solar system's smallest planet mercury. Nasa says they have found traces
of water on the planet as well as an active magnetic field and prf that the planet is 14 rinking. But the
picture there striking. That is beautiful, isn't it. Fox 12 is proud to sponsor the upcoming gorge games. It
kicks off July 17th with events like river boarding and mountain biking. For tickets and more information
go to livep. D.x, com. 00:08:06

38. Mornings On Two DMA: 6
KTVU-TV CH 2 (FOX) San Francisco
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:18:13 TZ; Don't Ask Don't Tell: R; A bi-partisan panel of retired military officers says it is time for
congress to repeal the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy about gays in the military. GR; Gays In The Military.
Gay people serve opening in Israel and Britain. 00:18:41
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39. Mark And Brian Show DMA: 2
KLOS-FM 95.5 (ABC) Los Angeles
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

00:26:00 Tszyu of firefighters and first reinforcements from other parts the country continue to fly in the
areas that need help with the raging wildfires the fire in Santa Barbara is now thirty five percent contained
more than two thousand residents who had evacuated the weekend penalties to ten allowed back home
... they are however he does do is to continue in the Big sur area ... and a day of the sun cream a little
under the UN as an appliance store it on their Internet era goes in and hitting the road to campaign for
Barack Obama took the lead male be traveling to Washington DC today Intel introduced prior to the
Democratic presidential candidate and a week of United Latin American Citizens Convention ... we now
have a steady but for retired military officers suggesting an economist to get rid of that don't ask don't
tell policy for gays in the military ... the officers who conducted the study determined that the presence of
gays is unlikely to undermine the military's ability to fight and win the pennant Wednesday the British
and Israeli military's forces again people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat
operations ... and when the scandal members includes an Air Force lieutenant said who was responsible
for implementing President Clinton's policies that the military stop questioning recruits about their sexual
orientation and how bad this way presidential put down as the big one ... as Evan says Guillen group is
offering a plan to name a sewage treatment plant after President Bush ... they say they're doing this is a
tribute to the outgoing executive and the Mets that he will be leaving behind the president and while
commissioners differences go was to rename the Oceanside Water pollution Control Plan B George W
Bush ... sewage plant opponents they think has been reached records of the city's Republican Party has
promised a fight if the measure actually makes it on the ballot and Michael that you know he's in prison
now and now he is seeking bankruptcy protection ... he says because between ten million and fifty million
dollars to creditors ... and that includes a three point seven five million dollar prorated signing bonus of the
Atlanta Falcons are seeking its youa re covered in diamonds will be knocking down houses built a bed of
his time in Detroit ... he was there to announce the building of five new homes as hard as habitat for
humanity and Philadelphia Soul ... 00:27:59
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40. Morning Briefing DMA: N/A
Potus 08 130 (XM RADIO) National
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

... in Washington Tuesday to go to the Associated Press ... for going up ... COL ... no one there is the way
everyone has it been inside there ... the fear ... don't you ... if you're on the lawn ... lander Well Ridge
nuclear ambitions accusing it of aiding terrorists and talking tough about sanctions but during his
administration pretty good to reveals American exports to Iran actually have risen ten fold ... the shipment
of imported parts for an aircraft carrier even though around isn't believed to have one ... the president said
Iran was among the issues he held low ... Frost ... they are among the issues he talked about at the G8
summit this morning with German Chancellor Angela Merkel for contraband ... problem ... the Kennedys
... GA ... and he will continue to work together on Iraq the president this morning that Japan was one of
you talking about a major step forward in the fight against global warming summit leaders have endorsed
cutting heat trapping pollution by fifty percent of the year for the fifty ... the study but for retired military
officers and US Congress should repeal the don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military take a look
at the Washington correspondent Diane template for officers received a fifteen year old policy on gays in
military and conclude that the law should be repealed ... the current system policies since the existence
of gays in the unit will be disrupted ... but not taking into consideration cultural attitudes may be changing
of the officers say the Pentagon and how Congress handles sexual misconduct within the military of day
again from the California fire lines could be giving away two days of trouble for coaches to hotter drier
weather is moving again ... the FAA says radar contradicts the claim by air traffic controllers that you just
terribly collided in New York JFK Airport option ... 00:01:59

41. Mornings On Fox DMA: 110
KRXI-TV CH 11 (FOX) Reno
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:18:29 A bipartisan panel of retired military officers says it's time for congress to appeal the don't
ask, don't tell policy about gays in the military. They say gays opening in the military pose any
significant risk to morale or discipline. They say this has made the military lose any talented service
people. 00:18:51
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42. The Brad Davis Show DMA: 29
WDRC-AM 1360 (IND) Hartford/New Haven
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

... the U ... the the on the issue is the US with nuclear ambitions ... accusing it of aiding terrorists and
talking tough about unchanged ... the most recent rate data reveals American export ... I actually have
written to unfold ... the shipment included charge for an aircraft carrier even the US isn't believed to have
one ... the issue she held the top ... they are among the issues he talked about at the G8 summit this
morning with German Chancellor Angela Merkel ... ... ... ... the A's ... he has ... and it was worth it ... major
step forward in the plot against global warming ... leaders of the timing of the trapping pollution by fifty
percent of the year ... fourteen fifty ... the study by four retired military officers and US Congress should
repeal the don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military to take a listen to Washington because of the
antiquated ... tribute to fifteen year old policy on gays in the military and conclude that the law should be
repealed ... the group says he's simply is destined to be the new unit will be disrupted ... taking into
consideration cultural attitudes may be changing ... doctors at the Pentagon and Congress to endorse it
or misconduct within the military they have gained from the California high winds could be giving way
today is in trouble ... forecasters are drier weather is moving in against the opposition's radar contradicts
the claim by air traffic controllers that today actually collided at New York's JFK Airport on Saturday night
... the government releases its findings to the middle of the crash last year in charge of five players from
Bluffton University in Ohio were killed along with a bull's driver and his wife ... this is a great unit ...
00:01:59

43. Mornings With Ray And Diane DMA: 29
WTIC-AM 1080 (CBS) Hartford/New Haven
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

00:36:00 ... he used the world will be cooked by New Century ... a study by Houlton retired military
officers to get Congress to repeal don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military ... the officers who
conducted the study determined that the presence of duty and are likely to undermine the military's
ability to fight and win ... they say the evidence shows that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly ...
he's not likely to pose any significant risks to the ground what order disciplined for cohesion ... finally and
then the judge is ordering a lawyer to make it snappy ... judge Ronald Lee to Boston and four hundred
fifty five people assumed that landed on Tuesday and in Tacoma Washington ... the judge cited the rarely
used rule that requires short in the Plains states in the delegation ... GIDP C Theodore Kerry can lead to
a place to have a great deal of pain but it seems he can't rule it in a complaint is too long which renders
the wrong place ... rewriting be filed today ... that said don't do that ... well done ... the title just the title of
his huge frame and eight pages long ... yes the rest of us in the game ... I think the judge has reason for
complaint to make it to the end of it ... it's not one of those things be used together with the title really
intrigues me ... the allies on the spot ... you can mean something in a few words ... and you got a serious
crime is indeed you're right good morning welcome good to seventy one ... what are you ... we weren't
real clear ... but you can see traffic control ... yes good morning Bill ... let's touch base with Mike Allen he
would have been up here ... they're out there and the lead ... ... 00:37:59
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44. American Morning DMA: N/A
CNN (---) National
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:07:36 Gays in military: R; Four retired military officers say that Congress should repeal the Don't
Ask Don't Tell policy. 00:07:58

45. The Morning Drive DMA: 8
WGST-AM 640 (---) Atlanta
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

00:32:00 the episodes on Fox's Hannity and Colmes sharing your ideas ... the critical and the biggest
mistake the Bush administration is my talent ... he is the weak dollar policy ... it means ... oil prices and oil
was trading today around one forty one a barrel compared to five years ago Americans are paying a bit of
dollars of debt is more for gasoline ... president Bush and Japan's bid for the other G8 leaders to start two
which Johnson reports the conference is calling for progress in dealing with climate change ... the goal of
a fifty percent of global production been here twenty fifty one of the G8 summit stood on the environment
in the words of Japan's minister of this long term targets is a just and necessary Targets ... it also
acknowledges that the patients disagree ... targets in the toll said its own goals along the way White
House also distancing itself from the suggestion from the Iraqi prime minister ... the United States set a
timetable for withdrawing troops in this country not to happen to us and decides to run the security
needed to improve ... despite all the sections that we have the latest American exports to Iran since
President Bush took office have increased ten times ... what are they lying ... well cigarettes ... number
one hundred fifty eight million ballots were followed by medical equipment products ... her skin and fur
clothing is bull semen ... and he has the military and possibly you're wondering how much work in a scrap
... don't ask don't tell that to conclusion of the University of California Santa Barbara research centers to
meet a panel of retired military officers including the three star general who implemented the policy
under President Clinton ... the panel's conclusions ... evidence showed that allowing gays and lesbians to
serve openly in the unlikely to pose any significant risks to Morales ... discipline or cohesion ... analysts
point to the British and Israeli military to back up today to serve openly in them without hurting the
effectiveness of combat operations ... Stanley Fox News Radio to convert that to a Category three ...
00:33:59

46. Robin & Company DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 07:30 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:03:50 Some retired senior military leaders have a suggestion for the pentagon. Ditch the don't
ask, don't tell. That policy for gay and lesbian troops began in 1993, bcause of concerns about morale
and unit cohesion. But a new study done by the former officer says there's no evidence those concerns
remain valid. They say that don't ask don't tell is forcing talented personnel to leave. 00:04:09
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47. KQV News DMA: 22
KQV-AM 1410 (IND) Pittsburgh
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

seven eight ... the U ... you're on the lawn ... the words nuclear ambitions accusing it of aiding terrorists
and talking tough about sanctions ... during a demonstration trade data reveals ... I actually have
permission to unfold ... shipments of imported parts for an aircraft carrier even though around isn't
believed to have walked to the president said Iran was among the issues he held the top ... they are
among the issues he talked about of the G8 summit this morning with German Chancellor Angela Merkel
... ... ... ... it is ... a ... we don't need to work to continue ... talking about a major step forward in the fight
against global warming ... leaders of the scalding heat trapping pollution by fifty percent of the year
including fifty two study by foreign to the altar of teachers and yes Congress should repeal the don't ask
don't tell policy for gays in the military to take a listen to Washington Correspondent Donna and go play
for officers refused to change policy on gays in military and conclude that the law should be repealed ...
the current policy is inconsistent to get to the unit will be disrupted ... without taking into consideration
cultural attitudes may be changing to the officer said the bazaars and Congress handles ... within the
military a day of gains in the California trial and could be giving way Tuesday is a problem for coaches to
get hotter drier weather is moving again ... the FAA's radar contradicts the claim by hand from the
controllers that to Jenson nearly collided at New York's JFK Airport on Saturday night ... the government
releases its findings today on a bus crash last year in Jordan on baseball players from Bluffton University
in Ohio where his oldest along with a bus driver and his wife ... this is a teacher a unit of U ... 00:01:59

48. Tony Cruise And The Morning Team DMA: 48
WHAS-AM 840 (ABC) Louisville
07/08/2008 07:00 AM - 08:00 AM

00:02:00 having a wake up to it ... s ... the joint chiefs chairman was likeable and in Baghdad as Iraq's
prime minister but the person you want some sort of timetable are you skeptical ... don't ask don't tell
don't teach a new study is the policy and he's a military detail in the panel's conclusions ... show them
allowing gays to lesbians to serve openly in the unlikely to pose any significant risk to morale ... one
Order discipline work only to his readiness for Stanley says don't ask don't tell supporters say though
there is no evidence that he's serving openly in the military will not hurt ... I couldn't ... three ... and
balance ... a ... ... it was ... and you worried about it ... continued ... you may be delighted ... and that way
... it is ... it does ... it is ... ... it was ... this is to keep it ... but it didn't take you to get through it ... children
taking you to get the kids ... ... the company's dealings ... it does ... s ... ... ... ... ... ... ... do you ... to me ...
... ... ... ... good ... the black America ... ... 00:03:59

49. Robin & Company DMA: N/A
CNN Headline News (---) National
07/08/2008 06:30 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:18:48 Top retired military officers are taking a new look at the don't ask, don't tell policy forgea
and lesbian troops. New in the next 30 minutes, find out what these former commanders think of the rules
and how they would change them. 00:18:52
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50. WBZ News At 6 DMA: 7
WBZ-TV CH 4 (CBS) Boston
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:10:34 TZ; Don't Ask, Don't Tell: R; A group of retired Military officers want Congress to repeal the
Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy according to U.S.A. Today. The Clinton Administration started the Don't Ask,
Don't Tell policy. GR; Don't Ask, Don't Tell. The U.S. has troops fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Congressman Marty Meehan has been pushing to have the policy repealed. David Robichaud reporting.
00:12:42

51. Good Morning Live DMA: 7
NECN (---) Boston
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:48:03 It's 6:xx checking some of the day's top stories here on good morning live, the stepfather
accused of beating a springfield, Massachusetts girl, is seeking a venue change for his trial. Jason
strickland pleaded not guilty, to beating 14-year old haleigh poutre, back in 2005. Prosecutors say that
abuse caused brain damage. Strickland's attorney said his client can't get a fair trial in springfield. Inside
Iraq, prime minister nouri al-Maliki says his country wants a timetable for withdrawing American troops.
It's the first time he has publicly called for a timetable. Other Iraqi officials say it would be conditioned on
the ability of Iraqi forces to provide security. The white house is downplaying al-Maliki's statement, saying
he wasn't calling for a specific timeline. A new study suggests congress should repeal the military's "don't
ask, don't tell" policy. It says the presence of gays in the military is unlikely to undermine the ability to
fight and win. Four retired military officers conducted the study. To support it's stance, the panel pointed
to the British and israeli militaries, where openly gay people can serve in combat. 00:49:19

52. 11 News Daybreak DMA: 93
KKTV-TV CH 11 (CBS) Colorado Springs/Pueblo
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:10:26 Yesterday, he led police to what's believed to be her body, buried in a park near Oakland,
less than a mile away from where she was last seen, almost two years ago. Authorities are waiting for
autopsy results body's identity. A new study, led by four retired military officers, is suggesting congress
should repe the pentagon's don't ask don't tell law. It says the presence of homosexuals in the military is
not likely to actually disrupt or undermine the ability to fight and win. Started back in 1993, allows gays
and lesbians to serve in the military as long as they don't reveal their sexual supporters of the ban, argue
that allowing openly gay service members would hurt combat effectiveness. The new study points to the
British and israeli militaries, where it says gay people serve openly without hurting operations. It's (time).
Two friends in Michigan started a small company. Today, that company operates in 50 countries, has
sales of 6. 8 Billion dollars, and helps over three million people own t we're amway global. In north
America, we proudly operate as quixtar. We're a health and beauty leader, with more than 450 products
and 700 patents. 00:11:43
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53. Total Information AM DMA: 21
KMOX-AM 1120 (CBS) St. Louis
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:38:00 ... ... ... it can't ... the Atlantic ... ... the ... watch and what you're ... he says ... it isn't ... in years ...
coming up later ... recruiting critical ... continued ... he did ... we weren't ... we were weren't any better
than other studies going on in the middle ... rekindle the studies are coming out Tuesday ... I did that was
returned with what our study with two former secretaries of State Baker and Christopher talking about
Congress getting involved when the president declares ... this one is for retired military officers began to
convert repeal the don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military ... and there's things that can be
seized in the military and it's unlikely to undermine the military's ability to fight and win back the other
major military like Brittany Israel ... they have been people openly serving in Atlanta ... that operation ...
so this study were to go from here I wonder are they to present this to Congress ... this is for military
members who retired military officers ... yes and then you don't get wild and Lincoln ... conditions in
Campbell and running toward the final weekend ... her killer ... that's going to resign while again saying
that gays and lesbians serving openly ... if that is likely to pose any significant studies effectiveness of the
military won't undermine operations ... I think it's interesting ... 00:39:59

54. Good Day New York: First Edition DMA: 1
WNYW-TV CH 5 (FOX) New York
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:32:40 Military: Research indicates the presence of Gays in the US military is unlikely to undermine
its ability to fight and win. V; Military convoy. 00:33:11

55. KITV 4 News This Morning DMA: 73
KITV-TV CH 4 (ABC) Honolulu
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:32:14 lingle vetoed parts of the proposal that were not included in this year's budget. The
governor also signed a bill which aims to improve caregiving in the islands. Lingle line item vetoed
unbudgeted portions of that measure as well. Gay men and women serving in the armed forces are
unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win. That's according to a study by four retired military
officers who say that congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays. The panel points
to the British and israeli militaries, where gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of
combat operations. Hawaiian airlines passengers who buy tickets starting today for travel as early as next
Tuesday will be charged an extra 17-dollars for a second bag you check in. The airline says it's a way to
counter the high fuel costs. Interisland competitor go! Airlines will be charging 25-Dollars for a second
checked bag a week from today. Taking a look at the stock market, right now the DOW jones industrial
average is points. This comes as federal rchairman ben bernanke considers giving slumping wall street
firms more time to draw emergency loans from the central bank in order to help them overcome
creditproblems. Kilauea volcano is putting on a spectacular show that you can only see from the air.
Check out the deo courtesy of paradise helicopters. A wave of lava measuring 40-Feet high made this
spectacular molten fountain on Monday. Hawaii county officials say the viewing area near the ocean is
still open, 00:33:43
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56. NBC Augusta Morning News DMA: 115
WAGT-TV CH 26 (NBC) Augusta
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:04:24 There are some other key local races during the July 15th primary, voters will also decide
on Georgia state representative seat 123, incumbent gloria frazier will face off against A.K. Hasan. In the
US Congress, district 10 race, incumbent paul broun faces challengers barry fleming and bobby saxon.
Plus, current US Senator saxby chambliss will try to hold off six challengers. Both presidential candidates
are talking about ways to boost thec offset higher fuel prices and reduce foreclosures senator barack
obama called for a second round of stimulus checks barack obama (d) presidential candidate:49:55 "to
offer immediate relief to families who are struggling right now while helping to jumpstart economic growth
and create jobs" senator john mcin says he wants 45 new nuclear plants and more domestic oil drilling
john mccain (r) presidential candidate increasing our own supply will send a message to the market and
result in lower prices for oil and gas. Claps obama says mccain will do more of the same to deal withthe
economy, but mccain called obama's economic plan expensive and unwise. A new study suggests that
gays in the military don't undermine a unit's cohesi. A study by four retired military officers suggests
congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The officers who
conducted the study determined that the esence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's ability to
fight and win. Governor arnold schwarzenegger is ordering 400 more national guard troops to help battle
the wildfires burning in California. Cooler weather is providing some temporary help but firefighters say
there's lots of work to be done. Nearly 2-thousand different fires have started over the last two weeks in
California, most of them caused by lightning, but now only 300 are burning. More than 60 houses have
already burned and the governor wants to rais home insurance rates by about a dollar a month to help
pay for firefighting costs. "There's a tremendous need now because fire season lasts all year long, lives
and properties in the future." re have already burned in California, mainly in the northern part of the state.
00:06:23

57. 13WHAM News This Morning DMA: 78
WHAM-TV CH 13 (ABC) Rochester, NY
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:10:28 I was just reading an article. Jenn stuczynski did make the olympic team. But it was quite
stressful getting there because you have three tries to make it, just to qualify in the height. Usually not a
big deal for her, but she mied the first two. On her final chance to make the team the announcer at the
plate gets on the pm system just to let everybody know that the stakes were high for her. Then the guy
announces that this is it. If she makes it she's on the team and if she doesn't, then she's not. Can you
imagine that? Over the loudspeaker. Her coach said that people wanted to strangle the guy. But she
made it. That's the great news. Wow. There's a study out by four retired military officers that says
congress should repeal the don't ask, don't tell policy for gays in the military. If the study de presence of
homosexuals is unlikely to undermine the military oppose the ability to fight and win. Two former
secretaries of state to the next time the president goes to war, congress should be required to say
whether it agrees. James baker and warren christopher are co-chairman of a bipartisan study group
proposing legislation on the war powers issue. It would require the president to consult lawmakers before
and in --Before initiating contact --Combat lasting more than a week except for emergencies. Now, there
commuters because of high gas prices. If the sky in toledo, Ohio says he uses his scooter now to go to
work. 00:12:11
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58. Portland's Morning News DMA: 23
KXL-AM 750 (---) Portland, OR
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:54:00 in the morning ... Carty is out on the new Busch Series policy toward detainees ... services Fox
News Radio's ... don't ask don't tell that to conclusion of the University of California Santa Barbara
research centers to meet a panel of retired military officers including the three star general who
implemented the policy under President Clinton ... the panel's conclusions ... ever been shown to them
allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly is unlikely to produce any significant risk to morale but Order
discipline work ... Oh he sure can also point to the British and Israeli military to back up to date serve
openly in them without hurting the effectiveness of combat operations ... Stanley Fox News Radio ... the
FHA plan did not ... two passenger jet to the Jazz did not almost collided with your Kennedy airport air
traffic controllers telling different stories dealt before the plane came within a hundred feet of each other
and vertically ... normally that should be ten thousand feet or more ... in downtime and was ordered to
take a hard left the countdown to hell in order to make a hard right to the FDA said the radar tapes to the
top show there was no danger of the two planes coming into contact with each other ... the real comfort
and to advance to the side of the time ... when you're revealed market was no threat to the alleged mob
ties ... Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke he is calling for more authority to the central bank in a speech
and in your Washington driven Keith and federal regulators and lawmakers are already taking steps to
address them are the concerns are denied the credit market turmoil ... they keep that the Fed may extend
beyond two thousand eight ... emergency loans to Wall Street firms recovering from a financial crisis ...
there are concerns about the corporate world and second quarter earnings season gets underway at the
Hampton Inn and aluminum maker and Dow component Alcoa posts its results ... adults often do you call
being battered today its shares are down almost three dollars and it had profit of twenty eight percent on
businesses and consumers cutting back ... 00:55:59

59. The Grandy And Andy Morning Show DMA: 9
WMAL-AM 630 (ABC) Washington, DC
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:12:00 why ... study was conducted by foreign fighters military officers including a police dog Air Force
lieutenant general who the early nineteen eighty ... he was ... it could fall to the North to stop what you're
screwed ... twenty patients ... but it shows that allowing gays and lesbians serve openly would likely
oppose the need to know the difference to twelve that were going to withdraw from the wicked Witch of
the speech that he can take a look ... the company ... for retired military officers looked like a
Republican to Democrat ... like when God forbid you come into the fall ... Palm ... but it is not a
government that has something to come to you to California ... the government ... I don't have it ... I've got
going ... what the focus from the comparable week ... he's the No ... or you don't ... but the weather ...
when you introduced ... good to have to declare whether or not you are ... well if one wanted to be
different and what I know a lot of that if we talk about that issue before ... but what about that ... if we were
in the show ... look the media a couple guys did nobody know what ... though intimidated by him ... but it
was ... no I don't know ... the present some problems that could make you a little over twenty people ... no
one would like to open in years ... each one dollar billion in calendar two very large black guy ... you can
tell you ... but Lord ... Lin All right ... if not for what they could come before that he wouldn't ... 00:13:59
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60. KOMO 1000 News DMA: 14
KOMO-AM 1000 (---) Seattle/Tacoma
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:16:00 the evidence is that we're ... ... but so pleased ... what do you do ... but the entire what is it ... ...
... against troops that went with which it does ... it was ... what we did also ... if you don't wait ... yes ...
with ... so what ... the deal but the court ... eight ... leaks to the breed to begin what a good weekend ... it
is ... but you were with us this morning from a one thousand three PM Jeremy graders are ... it was
intense ... Derek important factor this weekend billion to the east and sweet to be here ... it's pretty
disturbing in the morning ... it is mostly just think he even learned the new study says it could be the place
for many students in a relationship of public service ads warn he's going to happen it really is ... I didn't I
... it is ... but it was the worst parents of messages nearly half of all college students report ... some stores
relations ... the intelligence really wasn't ... one ... ... thousands of the assault ... the relationship ... and
until they do it ... please don't ask don't tell policy toward in the military ... new studies of the four retired
military officers suggest the studies to show ... please ... 00:17:59

61. The KFBK Morning News DMA: 20
KFBK-AM 1530 (---) Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:34:00 the heat ... looting continued to do it ... the company was interested in commercial quantities
and we're going to play him when the verdict come down with them ... it might mean a thing ... ... you
know ... the two thousand ten ... the president ... but it may not be a little blunt ... the key to the Newark
area ... the move was delayed ... one ... they didn't think it might lead ... it is ... good to speak ... she's in ...
and you're able to see you ... speaking to her ... now what ... the two thousand two ... it doesn't ... the
Marines ... the veterinarian to wind down ... rescue and relief ... you don't have details ... Judy ... ... ...
don't go to the conclusion of the University of California State of the research and study ... retired
military officers ... in the two hundred and twenty ... it was evident Wednesday when teams ... it's
unlikely that any significant risk ... but it is just what he says ... the point to the region ... Tuesday's
opening and it was detected ... it was ... ... it is the attorney general ... the ratings were not ... the U ... and
it does ... he didn't ... three key words printed in the ratings game ... 00:35:59

62. The Daily Buzz DMA: N/A
Syndicated TV (---) National
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:32:18 Military: 4 retired US Military officers, including a 3-star Air Force Lt. Gen., think military gays
should serve openly. V: US troops. The officers say Congress should repeal the Don't Ask, Don't Tell
policy. 00:33:00
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63. Pennsylvania Morning (Simulcast Of WBRE) DMA: 54
WYOU-TV CH 22 (CBS) Wilkes-Barre/Scranton
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:31:52 The cervical canc vaccine "gardasil" is coming under fire after thousands of complaints that
it's causing some health problems. There have been about 8-thousand complaints ranging from nausea,
to paralysis, to death, since the FDA approved it in 2006 but the "c-D-C" says none of the deaths were
linked to gardasil. And the drug's manufacturer says it's distributed 26-Million vaccines worldwide, so it's
probably a coincidence that some girlsot sick. 6 Mili four retired US Military officers think military gays
should serve openly. And a lot of people would be happy to come out of the closet. Cheering men the
officers say congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy. They believe that the presence of
gays won't undermine the military's ability to fight and win. The panel said look at the British and israeli
militaries, where it says gay people serve openly without hurting combat operations. And get this, one of
the officers is a three-star air force lieutenant general who was responsible for implementing the don't
ask, don't tell policy back in 19-93. 6 Military gays-Cheering Asians! 6 Toss tmitch-to wx tease-map the
weather in your zip code is coming up in 7 min to ca welcome to in campbell's soup. Beer pong. It is, of
course, a sophisticated endeavor developed many moons ago by ung alcohol enthusiasts, in which a ping
pong ball is tossed into the beer cup of an opposing player who then has to drink. Now, don't ask me how,
or why, but this concept has now been developed into a video game for nintendo's wii gaming console.
And this concept of virtual binge drinking --Though odd and sad 00:34:21

64. Morning Briefing DMA: N/A
Potus 08 130 (XM RADIO) National
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:22:00 the quarter and fourteen protons ... Goebel noted that it was acted upon this campaign and
collected fourteen thousand signatures on petitions demanding the candidates deal with health care
issues critical to seniors ... clearly I was with her fourteen thousand the boy to be filled with minors were
motivated to actively engage the candidates on health care ... and financial security issues ... we'll turn
our attention now back here to Washington Tuesday ... the Congress making warnings about war and
particularly in ... the new powers to take the country too ... three turned out to Associated Press reporter
through film animals ... cruise says though there is a new study out by former secretaries of state James
Baker and Warren Christopher are they motivated by partisan sniping three proposed legislation that
would require the president to get the Congress is OK he will forgo the war Baker and Christopher say the
next time the president goes to war ... Congress should be required to say whether it agrees to legislation
would require the chief executive to consult lawmakers before initiating combat lasted longer than a week
except in cases of emergency and you're in Congress would have to act within thirty days either
approving or disapproving of the actions of subpoenas ... Washington There is another study on the
unfolding of the military from former officers say it's probably time to and don't ask don't tell ... for retired
officers to look at the fifteen year old policy in the Congress to repeal it ... the study concludes the
presence of gays in the military is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win ... they point to the
British and Israeli armed forces where gay people serve openly would not affect the military operations
... the law passed in nineteen ninety three keeps the Pentagon from asking recruits their sexual
orientation of service members ... 00:23:59
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65. KPOJ Mornings DMA: 23
KPOJ-AM 620 (IND) Portland, OR
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM

00:08:00 of course that I couldn't get enough signatures question of the challenge is launched ... so the
challenge the process for verifying pleaded to stay and Michael Costin and you know the only addition to
that case ... and one out of the domestic partnership laws take effect ... and no this is the group is
appealing to the ninth Circuit panel which could freeze will automatically put it on the ballot thinking in the
November so I went to prison you need to use it as director of Basic Rights Oregon with us tomorrow ...
but the hearing is expected to take place behind GM ... the US ninth Circuit Court of Appeal also will keep
... we'll keep our eye on that today ... and the significance of the documentation was printed in the
military you know one of the big arguments from the right wingers who told of the line of argument that it
will undermine Cuba's was dismissed ... well a new report to a just released yesterday by the arms
dealers to sell twenty two ... and this was done by sports retired senior military officers ... indoors as a
repeal of don't ask don't tell ... report as evidence shows that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly
... his likely to pose any significant risk to the house ... it's open for twenty two ... a significant report of the
first time a week or general has actually called publicly for an end to the gate Bingham ... don't ask don't
tell has the US military to lose thousand service members ... all the stuff we are committed to do we
know that it's going to study comes out and said that faltered down the military ... attitudes toward gays
lesbians are changing ... and it's this Don't Ask Don't Tell has presented prevented gays and lesbians
from obtaining medical care in the military ... Michael Holland the joint chiefs chair ... 00:09:59

66. American Morning DMA: N/A
CNN (---) National
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:09:13 Gays: A new study by 4 retired military officials finds that gays in the military do not
undermine unit cohesion and suggests that Congress should repeal the Don't Ask Don't Tell Policy. V;
Soldiers. Included in the study's panel is the same Air Force Lt. General who helped draft the current
guidelines, and the panel points to British and Israeli militaries. 00:09:38

67. KOVR 13 News Daybreak DMA: 20
KOVR-TV CH 13 (CBS) Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:15:24 There was a California research center study arguing for the military to end the don't ask,
don't tell policy. The military veterans say it doesn't pose any risk to unit cohesion. It used the sample of
British militaries where gays serve openly and it doesn't affect them. 00:15:44
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68. Fox5 Morning News At 6 AM DMA: 9
WTTG-TV CH 5 (FOX) Washington, DC
07/08/2008 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:09:49 Today, that company operates in 50 countries, has sales 6. 8 Billion dollars, and helps over
three million people own their own business. We're amway global. In north America, we proudly operate
as quixtar. We're a health and beauty leader, with more than 450 products and 700 patents. And we're a
company that continues to grow. Now you know. To learn more, contact your quixtar, independent
business owner. > President bush and other g-8 leaders endorsing a 50% cut in green house gases bit
year 2050. The leaders meeting necessity g-8 summit in japan. No binding promisewere made though.
President bush is reluckant to commit to any plan unless china andened I can't are involved. --And india
are involved I so the a new study find the military's don't ask don't tell policy isn't making a difference.
They find that the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win. 00:11:28

69. WCCO 4 News DMA: 15
WCCO-TV CH 4 (CBS) Minneapolis/St. Paul
07/08/2008 05:30 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:19:03 Headlines: > A California research center suggests removing Dont Ask DOnt Tell miltary
policy. > An air show may be boycotted in Duluth. V; File footage of air show. > A gas station shooting is
caught on tape. V; File footage of the shooting. > A furniture store burns in Houston. V; Exterior of the
furniture store, in Houston Texas. 00:20:28

70. News 10 This Morning DMA: 95
KWTX-TV CH 10 (CBS) Waco/Temple
07/08/2008 05:30 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:03:21 Until he fixes those problems, he's not going anywhere. If the boat isn't moved by the end
of the month city leaders say they can fine the owner, but didn' say they would immediately. One of the
three American hostages set free last week from colombian rebels is speaking out. Marc gonsalves, who
was held captive for more than five years, says the revolutionary armed forces of columbia are quote
"terrorists with a capital t." gonsalves also said the guerilla group is punishing others because he was
rescued. Gonsalves made the remarks at a ceremony welcoming him and two other military contractors
home. The men are undergoing a voluntary re-Integration process. Nasa has set a tentative date for the
final space shuttle mission, before scientists start trying to get back on the moon. The last space shuttle
will launch on may 31st, 2010. There will be five shuttle flights this year, five in 2009, and three in 2010,
before the entire fleet is retired in September 2010, as ordered by president bush. Once the shuttles
retire, NASA will focus on rockets used to return to the moon. A new study is recommending that
congress repeal the don't ask, don't tell policy for gays in the military. The study conducted by four
retired military officers determined that the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's
ability to fight and win a battle, 00:04:41
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71. CBS 2 News At 5:30 AM DMA: 3
WBBM-TV CH 2 (CBS) Chicago
07/08/2008 05:30 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:09:59 Don't Ask Don't Tell: R; A new study by retired military officers calls for Congress to repeal the
Don't Ask Don't Tell recruiting policy, stating that allowing openly gay individuals to serve doesn't affect
troop morale. 00:10:22

72. Good Day New York Wake-Up DMA: 1
WNYW-TV CH 5 (FOX) New York
07/08/2008 05:30 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:02:40 We are getting word one of these cars was packed with teenagers. The victims were
rushed to the hospital and one did die at the hospital, another is listed in critical condition. Two others are
listed in serious condition. The F.A.A. Is saying radar data shows two planes were never in danger of
colliding that people were talking about yesterday cricketting reports by air traffic controllers saying two
planes came within 100 feet of each other on Saturday and had to maneuver to avoid an accident. The
F.A. Is saying this was a non-event, nothing happened but when you have actual radar and our collision
avoidance system went off in the tower, the collision avoidance system doesn't go off unless there's a
conflict. The controllers say kennedy is among a number of airports that uses this perpendicular
philosophy and shows why it should be stopped. Some retired military officers want congress to
reappeal the don't ask-don't tell policy. They prove the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the
ability to fight and win and gays coming out of the closet are unlikely to pose any risk in morale. This
study -- --In israeli militaryies there is a 5-year-old boy who got very angry over a punishment given to him
by his grandmother and what he did next almost killed him. Absolute tragedy, katherine, explain what
happened. It is so sad, karen. Right over here there's this big pile of debris and on top you can see there's
wood and also some window screen but underneath this pile of debris there's furniture from the apartment
and a child's bicycle. There are neighborhods here who knew this 5-year-old boy and sadly this morning
they believe he's the one who started the fire because he was upset. The child, jay moirls was apparently
not allowed to go to the park with his friends as punishment for making prank calls to 911 and he was
angry at his grandmother and it's believed he was playing with matches and useed matches to set fire to
kurtens in his grandmother's room when his grandmother realized 00:05:00
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73. Dave Durian And The Morning Team DMA: 24
WBAL-AM 1090 (CBS) Baltimore
07/08/2008 05:30 AM - 06:00 AM

00:06:00 Jun five thirty six were about to see changes in the government's crash test programs new cars
and trucks ... Porter said he could sell to government safety rating which trades new vehicle when they
look to find donors ... in nineteen seventy nine to help speed up the adoption of these key technologies
the new cars and trucks ... safety advocates say most vehicles earned four or five starts on that and
thinking it's hard for consumers to compare to think the key to the vehicle ... transportation officials want
the ratings to take into account a broad range of collision avoidance technologies to make the crash test
results more meaningful for new car by then it goes down in Washington ... some former military officers
say it's time to end the military's don't ask don't tell policy on gays ... retired officers to look into funeral ...
Congress should repeal it ... the study concludes the presence of keeping the military isn't likely to
undermine his bill would you like when it went to British and Israeli armed forces were gay people
certainly was thinking of military operations ... the law passed in nineteen ninety three keeps the
Pentagon asking for their sexual orientation ... service members cannot say they didn't want to engage in
homosexual activity and married a member of the things that I'm Catholic ... Washington Hurricane Bertha
is a Category three storm this morning with maximum sustained winds of about one hundred MPH ...
hurricane forecaster Daniel Browne says but that was from tropical storm status ... working quickly to
NATO ... one to one ... is that it's going to be ... Brown says the hurricane watch for the next two or three
days as a squirrel on the receiving expected to weaken the next couple of days and what effect do you
know we can't tell the county WBAL into applause forecast ... would you be any of his time line thirty eight
... we're here ... I think it was the eighth ... and it's not real ... 00:07:59
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74. NBC Augusta Morning News DMA: 115
WAGT-TV CH 26 (NBC) Augusta
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:05:16 There are some other key local races during the July 15th primary, voters will also decide
on Georgia state representative seat 123, incumbent gloria frazier will face off against A.K. Hasan. In the
US Congress, district 10 race, incumbent paul broun faces challengers barry fleming and bobby saxon.
Plus, current US Senator saxby chambliss will try to hold off six challengers. Both presidential candidates
are talking about ways to boost the economy. To offset higher fuel prices and reduce foreclosures senator
barack obama called for a second round of stimulus ches barack obama (d) presidential candidate: 49:55
"to offer immediate relief to families who are struggling right now while helping to jumpstareconomic
growth and create jobs" senator john mccain says he wants 45 new nuclear plants and more domestic oil
drilling john mccain (r) presidential candidate increasing our own supply will send a message to the
market and result in lower prices for oil and gas. Claps obama says mccain will do more of the same to
deal with the economy, but mccain called obama's economic expensive and unwise. A new study
suggests that gays in the military don't undermine a unit's cohesion. A study by four retired military
officers suggests congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the milita. The
officers who conducted the study determined that the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the
military's ability to fight and win. Governor arnold schwarzenegger is ordering 400 more national guard
troops to help battle the wildfires burning in California. Cooler weather is proving some temporary help but
firefighters say there's lots of work to be done. Nearly 2-thousand different fires have started over the last
two weeks in California, most of them causeby lightning, but now only 300 are burning. More than 60
houses have already burned and the go home insurance rates by about a dollar a month to help pay for
firefighting costs. "There's a tremendous need now because fire season lasts all year long, lives and
properties in the future." 00:07:15

[CC] 00:58:33 2Shot police officers in jakarta, indonesia are parking their cars and strapping on roller
blades in an effort to combat the city's traffic congestion. The officers say the skates give them the ability
to maneuver through jakarta's clogged streets and still respond quickly. Not everyone is a fan of the
skating police though. Some residents would rather see the city solve the root of the problem, whh they
say is too many cars and bad drivers. A new study by four retired military officers suggests congress
should repeal "the dont ask" dont tell" policy for gays in the military. And both presidential candidates
are talking about ways to boost the economy. We'll tell you what they have in mind, coming up NBC
Augusta morning news starts right now. 00:59:35

75. WBZ News At 5 DMA: 7
WBZ-TV CH 4 (CBS) Boston
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:09:28 TZ; Don't Ask Don't Tell: Four retired military officers are calling on Congress to repeal the
Don't Ask Don't Tell policy that went into effect during the Clinton administration. GR; study findings,
source Michael D Palm Center. A study out of a California-based research center says allowing gays and
lesbians to serve openly is unlikely to pose any risk to morale, good order, discipline, or cohesion. David
Robichaud reporting. 00:11:51
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76. Fox 25 Morning News DMA: 7
WFXT-TV CH 25 (FOX) Boston
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:09:54 An American hostage is speaking out after being rescued from columbian rebels. Thomas
hasse of Massachusetts was one of thre U.S. Military crackers held hostage for more than five years. He
was searching for cocoa fields. Saved last week, he ofered words of thanks to his rescuers. Almost five
and a half years ago, we fell off the edge of the earth. My companions help med to cope with difficult
conditions. During these years our company took extraordinary car of our families. Heroes carried out our
spectacular rescue. Experts say he and others now face a long road to a fully asimulate back into society
after five years in captivity. Another casino controversy is brewing on beacon hill. He's under fire for his
failure to bring a slot machine bill to a vote. He's blaming an arguement with senate president terese
murray about which committee the bill should go through for stalling the proposal, but not everyone is
buying that. Some state politicians say they want there to be a vote, it would have already happened.
New study on homosexuality in the military shows the psence of gays and lesbians among the ranks
does not undermine the military's ability to fight and to win. The findings by four retired military officers
is being used as evidence to congress that the military's don't ask don't tell policy is no longer neded. It
points to the British and israeli military writ says that gay people serve openly without hurting the
effectiveness of combat operations. Seems uncle sam is stimulating a lot more than the economy,
according to a tracking furm. Internet porn has been booming since the first wave of stimulus checks were
sent out by the treasury department. A recent survey of people who bought memberships to adult
remember site shows 32% bought access because of their check from the feds. It is now 5:09. 00:11:57

[CC] 00:56:23 A 20-year-old junior at Georgia attack univsity placed an ad on craigs list loking for
someone to teach him how to kiss. Michael mccarthy a finance major said he met a special girl online but
before he mets her in person he would like to get experience locking lips. Surprisingly so far there has
beeno takers. Desperado. Iope the girl ocean is watching. Stay away. All right,. What was he doing in
junior high school when the rest of us were learning to lock lips. What did he do with his check interest the
government. A new study by four retired military officer shows the presence of gays and lesbians among
the ranks does not undermine the military's ability to fight and win. The report is being used as evidence
to congress that the militaries don't ask don't tell policy is no longer needed. The panel points the British
and israeli militaries where gas serve openly without hurting their effectiveness of combat operation.
Nasa has set a date for the final space shuttle mission. On may 231 of 2010, NASA will send the shuttle
into space one last time. There will be a total of ten shuttle missions before the program ends. 00:57:40

77. ABC 7 Morning News DMA: 6
KGO-TV CH 7 (ABC) San Francisco
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:54:22 Don't Ask Don't Tell: R; A new study by four retired military officers calls on Congress to end
the US military's Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy for gay and lesbian servicepersons. The report indicates
that British and Israeli militaries, which allow openly gay and lesbian servicepersons, indicate that openly
gay servicepersons pose little or no threat to unit morale, order, discipline, or cohesion. 00:54:56
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78. KITV 4 News This Morning DMA: 73
KITV-TV CH 4 (ABC) Honolulu
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:02:11 it burns at a lower temperature, which reduces fire hazards. It will go into effect in October
of next year. The governor also signed a bill that would return local female inmates to the islands currently
in mainland prisons. But, lingle vetoed parts of the proposal that were not included in this year's budget.
The governor also signed a bill which aims to improve caregiving in the islands. Lingle line item vetoed
unbudgeted portions of that measure as well. Gay men and women serving in the armed forces are
unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win. That's according to a study by four retired military
officers who say that congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays. The panel points
to the British and israeli militaries, where gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of
combat operations. Hawaiian airlines passengers who buy tickets starting today for travel as early as next
Tuesday will be charged an extra 17-dollars for a second bag you check in. The airline says it's a way to
counter the high fuel costs. Interisland competitor go! Airlines will be charging 25-Dollars for a second
checked bag a week from today. Taking a look at the stock market, right now the DOW jones industrial
average is points. This comes as federal reserve chairman ben bernanke considers giving slumping wall
street firms more time to draw emergency loans from the central bank in order to help them overcome
credit problems. 00:03:41

[CC] 00:31:39 it burns at a lower temperature, which reces fire hazards. It will go into effect in October of
next year. The governor also signed a bill that would return local female inmates to the islands currently in
mainland prisons. But, lingle vetoed parts of the proposal that were not included in this year's budget. The
governor also signed a bill which aims to improve caregiving in the islands. Lingle line item vetoed
unbudgeted portions of that measure as well. Gay men and women serving in the armed forces are
unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and win. That's according to a study by four retired military
officers who say that congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays. The panel points
to the British and israeli militaries, where gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of
combat operations. Hawaiian airlines passengers who buy tickets starting today for travel as early as next
Tuesday will be charged an extra 17-dollars for a second bag you check in. The airline says it's a way to
counter the high fuel costs. Interisland competitor go! Airlines will be charging 25-Dollars for a second
checked bag a week from today. Taking a look athe stock market, right now the DOW jones industrial
average is points. This comes as federal reserve chairman ben bernanke considers giving slumping wall
street firms more time to draw emergency loans from t central bank in order to help them overcome credit
problems. 00:33:08

79. KTVU Morning News Early Edition DMA: 6
KTVU-TV CH 2 (FOX) San Francisco
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:19:07 Policy: R; A bi partisan panel of retired military officers has reported that Congress should
repeal the don't ask don't tell policy on gay's in the military. GR; Results, courtesy of Palm Center UCSB.
00:19:32
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80. 5 AM News On Fox DMA: 110
KRXI-TV CH 11 (FOX) Reno
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:18:45 A bipartisan panel of retired military officers says it is time congress repeals thdon't ask,
don't tell policy on gays in the military. The panel found that it is unlikely that gays openly serving in the
military pose any significant risk to morale or discipline. The panel also said the policy has caused the
military some talented service members. The officers pointed out that gays serve openly in israel and
Britain. 00:19:02

81. Good Morning Washington DMA: 9
WJLA-TV CH 7 (ABC) Washington, DC
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:36:19 Don't Ask Don't Tell: Military officials call for Congress to repeal the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy,
following a new study that shows gays serving in the military doesn't affect troop morale. V; soldier
footage. 00:36:40

82. Eyewitness News 5 DMA: 45
KOCO-TV CH 5 (ABC) Oklahoma City
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:12:55 Welcome back to eyewitness news five in the morning, it's 5: --And degrees. Vobox repeal
the don't ask, don't tell law, that's according to a new survey by a California-based research center. The
survey suggests --That the presence of gays in th military is unlikely to undermine the ability to fight and
win. Organizers cited British and israeli armies --Where gays serve openly --Without hurting
effectiveness. The study was conducted by four retired military officers --Including a three-star air force
lieutenant general. Supporters of the ban say --There's still no evidence gays serving openly won't hurt
combat effectiveness. Changes could be coming to those famous car crash-tests. The bush
administration is expected to unveil the improvements to the program. Right now --Safety ratings give
new vehicles a grade on a scale up to five stars. Critics argue --These ratings make it difficult for
consumers to compare the safety features of vehicles. Transportation officials want the ratings to take
account of new technology, 00:14:01
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83. 11 News Daybreak DMA: 93
KKTV-TV CH 11 (CBS) Colorado Springs/Pueblo
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:05:29 except in emergencies. Congress would have to disapprove the president's action within
30 days. More fire fighting crews and New Mexico have been brought in to California to help fight the
flames still burning near goleta, the fire's one of 300 still scorching forests throughout the state. The
wildfire burning near santa barbara is now 35 percent contained, and more than 2-thousand evacuees
have now been allowed back into their homes. Meanwhile, wildfires burning near b sur to the north and in
the sequoia national forest, east of bakersfield are still at least two weeks away from containment. For the
first time in 30 years, the state's national guard has been deployed to help firefighters on the front lines.
(Sot: daniel chung/California national guard) 54:59) sot: the civilian firefighters, they pretty much gave us
a crash course of 12-hour days, hands on traing. We're all good. (Runs:07) although yesterday's cooler
helped containment efforts today's weather is excted to do the opposite. Temperatures are expected to
rise, and offshore breezes will stop moist, ocean air from reaching the land. A new study, led by four
retired military officers, is suggesting congress repeal the pentagon's don't ask don't tell law. They say
the presence of homosexuals in the military is actually disrupt or undermine the ability to fight and win.
The law began back in 1993. It allows gays and lesbians to military as long as they don't sexual
orientation. 00:06:50
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the presence of homosexuals in the military is actually disrupt or undermine the ability to fight and win.
The law began back in 1993. It allows gays and lesbians to military as long as they don't sexual
orientation. 00:06:50

[CC] 00:06:53 Supporters of the ban, argue that allowing openly gay service members would hurt combat
effectiveness. The new study points t o the israeli militaries, where it says gay people serve openly
recycling is up 25-percent operations. At one Colorado springs drop off site, workers at waste
management recycle America, say, they've added production, to keep up with extra bins, and stepped up
the demand, if you've ever gone to the drop off site on 4th and stone, you know people we talked to say,
there's often a line. Some people are learning that it really isn't, that hard to recycle, that's why, so come
back, and so many newcomers, keep arriving. Waste management says it helps divert tons and ns of
waste, from our local lafills, plus, they all plastics, just a few months ago. That makes a huge difference's
a lot easier for me to recycle." 00:07:40
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84. ChicagoLand News At 5 DMA: 3
CLTV (IND) Chicago
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:46:33 Congress to repeal the military's "don't ask, don't tell policy. Four retired determined the
generals have presence of gays and lesbians' will not damage cohesion or morale in the armed forces.
Their report points to the British and israeli militaries where gays are allowed to serve openly. The panel
included the air force lieutenant general who helped the clinton administration impose the policy in the
90s. Military recruiters are prohibited from asking any recruits about their sexual orientation. Made bozo
a household name --Will be reinstated into the international clown hall of fame. Harmon --Who died last
week --Was honored in 19-90. The organization stripped him of the distinction after a journalist pointed
out he didn't create the character. A volunteer recently discovered harmon was awarded a lifetime
achievement award. The group was preparing to announce plans to honor him again. The longtime bozo
died of congestive heart failure last week. Hill. Straight ahead --What relief homeowners on-the brink of
foreclosure could be in line for. And --How Chicago helped a former beatle celebrate his 68th birthday.
Keep it here on the C-L-T-V Morning news. Nurse: jack andrews do you think it's just too expensive?
Doctor: ok, so jack has something in his ear, 00:49:04

85. KOVR 13 News Daybreak DMA: 20
KOVR-TV CH 13 (CBS) Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:17:24 There was a California research center study arguing for the military to end the don't ask,
don't tell policy. Military veterans say it doesn't pose any risk to unit cohesion. It used the example in brith
militaries where gays serve openly. 00:17:37

86. 13WHAM News This Morning DMA: 78
WHAM-TV CH 13 (ABC) Rochester, NY
07/08/2008 05:00 AM - 06:00 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:12:50 See what you're your TV is dtv. To learn more, call this number, or visit this web site. , you
are watching 13 wham news this morning. With holly mayna, norma holland, doug emblage, evan
dawson, and meteorologist marty snyder. 13 Wham news, your breaking news and weather authority. A
officers the says congress should peal the don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military. It determines
dait undermines the ability of the army to fight and win. Also, james baker and warren christopher arco
partisan of a bipartisan study proposing legislation on the war parts group that measures the power of the
president to consult lawmakers before initiating combat lasting longer week, except in emergencies. Now
to the story of the commuter. There are more than these days because of high gas prices. If this guy in
toledo says he now uses a scooter to work. He fills it up once a month and gets off 145 miles a gallon.
The started using it several months ago and has a the couple hundred dollars. Scooter sales in that area
at local stores are up 30%. Still ahead, if you want to slim down and blues community and fight cancer, liz
bonis has food combinations that can powerful effects. First, the latest business news from abc. My
grandfather owned a small metal plating plant. A hundred people used to work here. Today they're all
gone. 00:15:52
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87. Up To The Minute DMA: N/A
CBS (---) National
07/08/2008 03:30 AM - 04:30 AM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:03:52 Homosexuals: R; Four Retired Officers claim gays and lesbians in the military don't undermine
discipline. 00:04:05

88. Coast To Coast AM With George Noory DMA: N/A
Syndicated Radio (---) National
07/08/2008 01:00 AM - 02:00 AM

00:14:00 to get good at www dot org US treat TB dot com www dot org or preachy be done ... you want to
regulate the TV on your PC ... www dot four to three TV dot com ... ... ... ... three ... ... this is ... Dr Steven
Greer founder and CTO was an energy research organization and he's going to provide a worldwide
search for alternative energy sources but nobody finds that a B student ... Hubbard director of the
disclosure Project was very instrumental in more than twenty military government intelligence ...
witnesses and presenting compelling testimony regarding the existence of extraterrestrial life forms that ...
Stephen is blessed with a round of briefings for senior members of government military and intelligence
operations of the United States ... the world and here he says ... Stephen Moore you ... the US invasion to
reduce human freedom ... the country lately ... the Mets ... and ... the Internet ... the Yankees ... for that ...
four thousand seven ... for the opening period and energy generation ... and it was fifty two years ...
what to do ... I mean this is something he's going to do to stop and he knew he was going through these
projects ... let's go here you can do something that Bush and what isn't ... would you ... as you know with
the team ... to experience them to know Teresa Kerry ... take shape ... do that ... and so on ... 00:15:59

00:30:00 Ryan project ... the ... the New You team ... ... every hour ... the agency ... ... as is ... retailers
under Morgan to make sure you remember ... and as you know he's African American like you know you
can trust it is important because she has a low monthly payment and interest rate you will comment and
Kerry's words ... there is a balloon payment and then you meet the just ... ... it didn't hold on to win
eventually take all the equity you have a journalist leaving you with absolutely no ... we're going to tell you
that it might interest you don't really need it but we still have five times ... she and her kids ... Wells will get
up ... we've got area and it uses ... or if you don't ... I can pretend to ruin your credit with one phone call ...
predatory lenders are never this easy ... eight six sixteen to two ... protect yourself ... public service
announcement from Cuba to the National Fair Housing Alliance and the guy ... the ... the economy taking
center stage on the campaign trail ... the election headquarters ... John McCain is the problem is
economic policy will hit Americans where it says the investment for your child's educational vehicle ... a
retirement plan is to raise your taxes ... Thomas said ... McCain's plan would leave the middle class out in
the cold ... McCain's economic plan has three hundred billion dollars more in tax cuts for big corporations
are going to ask a panel of retired general recommending the military scrap its don't ask don't tell policy
panel's conclusion called evidence and allowing gay and lesbian ... 00:31:59
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89. News 4 At 11 DMA: 50
WIVB-TV CH 4 (CBS) Buffalo
07/07/2008 11:00 PM - 11:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:14:13 Ugly, this one involvg adultry, a yankees all-star and madonna. Don paul weather tease
fresh firefighting crews have now arrived to help battle a huge wildfire in Californias santa barbara county.
Rescuers are hoping to make the most of a final day of moderate weatr before a blistering heat wave is
expected to move in. The santa barbara blaze is one of more than three-hundred fires now burning
across the state. Big health news tonight from some of the nations leading diatricians, cholesterol checks
shouldnt be just for adtsnymore. The American academy of pediatrics is calling for some children as
young as two to be tested for high cholesterol, and given drugs as early as eight years old. Children most
at risk are those who are overweight, or those with a family history of heart disease. 30 Percent of US
Children are considered overweight. A new study by four retired military officers suggests congress
should drop the dont ask, dont tell policy for gays in the military. That study says allowing gays and
lesbians to serve openly is unlikely to pose a risk to morale, good order or discipline. The officers pointed
to theritish and israeli militaries, where gays are allowed to serve openly. If youre a fan of you-tube,
listen to this. A federal jue has ordered the worlds biggest video sharing site to hand over its video logs
that keep track of who is watching what and when. The ruling is a big victory for viacom, which is suing
you-Tube for copyright infringement. You-Tube says its uss have a right to privacy. Desperate times could
lead to more drastic cuts at the worlds largest automaker. Sources inside general motors say G-M May try
to sell off its buick, hummer, saab and saturn brands in order to make some money fast. 00:16:22

90. ABC 7 News At 11 DMA: 9
WJLA-TV CH 7 (ABC) Washington, DC
07/07/2008 11:00 PM - 11:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:13:31 TZ; Military Sexual Disclosure Policy: Retired military officers calling on congress to over turn
the Don't Ask Don't Tell Policy. V; Iraq conflict footage. I; Rich Krumenauer, WI resident, says gay in the
military should be allowed to state their preferences. I; Ian Stanley, Arlington resident, says having
military being openly gay could be dangerous. I; Judy From, Las Vegas resident, says sexual preference
has nothing to do with serving. I; David Stanley, Arlington resident, opposed to Don't Ask Don't Tell.
Cynne Simpson reporting. 00:15:41
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91. NBC Augusta News At 11 DMA: 115
WAGT-TV CH 26 (NBC) Augusta
07/07/2008 11:00 PM - 11:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:06:38 One of the biggest signs of the struggling economy is the auto industry. Today e country's
third largest automaker announced it's extending summer vacation for some workers. Most auto plants
are idled for a week or two each year as companies make the shift to new vehicle models, but this
summer chrysler/jeep factories will close for as long as seven weeks. The primary target, assembly lines
that make suv's and trucks. John kilduff energy industry analyst) "they've got a hole bln in the side of their
model, their businessmodel, by these high oil prices" general motorsannounced it's closing four pick-up
and suv plants. Ford is cutting production in north America for the rest of the year. A new sty in the
military don't undermine a unit's cohesion. A study by four retired military officers suggests congress
should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The ofcers who conducted the
study determined that the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's ability fighanwin.
President bush is in japan to attend his final G-Eight summit. It will be a memorable visit. The new
Russian president left a lasting impression after their two leaders met for the first time. " he's very
comfortable, he's confident and I believe that when he tells me something he means it." Russian leaders
have be very clear about one issue during this week's g-8 summit. They don't like the United States' plan
for a missile defense shield based in eastern Europe. Week the US Will sign an agreement with the czech
republic to base the radar for that system on czech soil. It's lights out for smokers in north Augusta!
Tonight the city council passed a smoking ban in most public plas. 00:08:15

92. ABC 27 Nightside DMA: 41
WHTM-TV CH 27 (ABC) Harrisburg/Lancaster/Lebanon/York
07/07/2008 11:00 PM - 11:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:06:57 700 People were injured. Afghanistan is blaming pakistan for a car bombing that killed
41-People. The bomb went off at the gate of the indian embassy in kabul. President hamid karzai says
militants are trying to destroy afganistan's friendship with india, and pakistan may be helping them.
Pakistan's foreign minister says his country condemns today's attack. To the war in Iraq, two significant
developments today. First --For the first time --The Iraqis are raising the possibility of timetable for the
withdrawal of American troops. One reason is the Americans' ability to arrest Iraqi citizens on Iraqi soil.
President bush has always opposed a timetable. Meantime, the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff says
Iraq has grown more secure. But, he emphasizes, the improvements are fragile. And in other military
news, a study by four retired military officers suggests congress should repeal "don't ask, don't ll". The
researchers say that's because their study finds, gays don't undermine the cohesion of units, or the ability
to fight and win. A new poll tops vote 2008 news tonight, the latest zogby nationwide poll shows democrat
holding a big lead. 00:08:13
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93. KCRA 3 Reports At 11 PM DMA: 20
KCRA-TV CH 3 (NBC) Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/07/2008 11:00 PM - 11:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:10:49 Congress should repeal the do not ask, do not health policy in the military. That was the
findings of the study. They said allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly when not be a problem. It
points to British and it is really military's were gays serve openly. 00:11:04

94. Fox 17 News At 10:00 DMA: 30
WZTV-TV CH 17 (FOX) Nashville
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:10:30 It created some instability, but the crew was able to make a safe emergency landing in st
louis. Right now obama is using the white express jet that you see in the bottom of this video to get
around. Around. Crews are still putting the finishing touches on a charted 757, that obama will use during
his general election campaign. A study by four retired military officers suggests congress should repeal
the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. They say the presence of gays is unlikely to
undermine the military's ability to fight and win. And they believe allowing gays and lesbians to serve
openly is unlikely to pose any significant risk to morale or discipline. The panel points to the British and
israeli militaries, where it says gay people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat
operations. # A San Francisco-based group is offering a plan to name a sewage treatment plant after
president bush. Bush. The presidential memorial commission of San Francisco wants to rename the
oceanside water pollution control plant the george w bush sewage plant. They are calling it a tribute to the
mess they believe he is leavinbehind. Supporters are hoping to put the issue on the November ballot. The
city's republican party chairman has promised a fight if the measure makes the ballot. The airline industry
gets its report card on how well it serves you, we'll show you if their grades are high-flying or not, also
coming up on fox 17 news at 10, 10, former death row inmate paul house on life at home, after spending
the last 23-years in prison. The question is, will he be back behind bars? 00:12:02

95. 7 News At 10 DMA: 18
KMGH-TV CH 7 (ABC) Denver
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:09:22 Military Policy: Several retired military officers believe the US Congress should repeal the
military's Don't Ask, Don't Tell Policy. V; US Army soldiers. 00:09:49

96. Fox 6 News At Ten DMA: 27
XETV-TV CH 6 (FOX) San Diego
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:21:22 Don't Ask Don't Tell Policy: Retired military officers calling on congress to over turn the Don't
Ask Don't Tell Policy. V; Iraq conflict footage. 00:21:57
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97. The Ten O'Clock News DMA: 6
KTVU-TV CH 2 (FOX) San Francisco
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

00:39:57 Don't Ask Don't Tell: R; A panel of retired military officers want Congress to repeal the Don't
Ask Don't Tell Policy on gays serving in the military. GR; Gays in the military courtesy of Palm Center
UCSB. 00:40:24

98. KCRG TV9 News At 10 DMA: 87
KCRG-TV CH 9 (ABC) Cedar Rapids/Waterloo
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:26:06 [D0]break three stox instrumeal music playing a study by four retired military officers
suggests congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The officers who
conducted the study say the "evidence shows that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly is unlikely
to pose any significant risk to morale, good order, discipline or cohesion." the government says domestic
airlines improved their on-time arrival rates in may. The transportatio n department says 21 percent of
commercial flights in the US Arrived at least 15 minutes late, or were canceled or diverted in may. That's
down from more than 22 percent in the same month last year and in April this year. Weather was by far
the biggest cause of late flights. John, the countdown is on for state softball. We will check out area
highlights. And another former hawkeye will be representing the United States in the olympics. Stay with
us here on TV Nine. 00:26:55
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99. Channel 2 News: Late Edition DMA: 150
KTUU-TV CH 2 (NBC) Anchorage
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:08:05 Governor palin's former chief of staff is going to run the re-election campaign for U.S.
Senator ted stevens. Mike tibbles who led palin's transition team elected after she was governor in
November 2006 and served as her chief of staff for nearly a year and a half, resigned abruptly this spring.
Tibbles, who lives in Juneau, ran john binkley's campaign in the republican primary for governor in 2006.
In a statement, tibbles' stevens praised organizational skills as a tested campaign manager. Today's
campaign dueling between barack obama and jo mccain focused on how to fix the economy. In Denver,
obama accused mccain of offering what he claims would be a third term of president bush's policies. The
central component of senator mccain's economic plan is $300 billion more in x cuts f big corporations and
multimillionaires less than a quarter of which will benefit the 80% of American families that make up the
bulk of America's middle-class. Let me repeat that. Less than a quarter of his tax cuts will go to the middle
class "if you believe you should pay more taxes, I am the wrong candidate for you. Senator obama is your
man." called for a hoday from federal gas taxes and he tried to distance himself from bush policies by
accusing the president and congress o failing to manage government. Congress should repeal the don't
ask, don't tell policy for gays in the military. That's the conclusion of a study by four retired military
officershat found the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's ability to fight and win. The
panel members included the three-star air force lieutenant general who was responsible for implementing
president clinton's policy that the military stop questioning recruits about their sexual orientation. The
panel points to the British and israeli militaries, where says gay people serve openly without hurting the
effectiveness of combat operations. Iraq's prime minister says his country wants some type of timetable
for a withdrawal of American troops included in the deal the two countries are negotiating. 00:10:09

100. 6 News At 10 DMA: 129
KRIS-TV CH 6 (NBC) Corpus Christi
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:04:03 it will pour large amounts of treated water into the creek, adding me water to a creek pronto
flooding. That is why l-C-s officials donated equipment and manpower for this cleanup project. <Richard
harbison/v.p. Operations lcs projects: "we live here now so to speak, also, to be a good neighbor and chip
in to get the creek opened up." > The cleanup several weeks, will take L-C-S Officials has agreed to
increase security in that area to prevent people from tossing trash in the creek. And officials advisory with
the marina committee, were given a look at improvement plans, for the norma urban park, which located
on the peop street T-Head, several more committee, still need to approve this plan, before it is presented
to the city council. The park is named after the former president of the downtown management district,
who passed away last march. A new study, concludes that gays don't undermine a military unit's ability
to fight and win. Conducted by 4 the study, 00:04:54

[CC] 00:04:56 retired officers, says that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly, is unlikely to pose
any significant risk to morale, good order, discipline or cohesion. The panel points to the British and israeli
militaries, where gay people serve openly, without hurting the effectiveness of combat operations. Three
Americans freed from colombian captors last week, talked about their experiences for the first time. The
men were part of a group, freed by undercover colombian military forces. They had been held captive by
farc since their plane crashed in 2003. All 3 were US Military contractors doing drug surveillance in
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colombia. During a news conference at fort sam Houston in San Antonio, the men thanked all of their
supporters, <marc gonsalves/ former hostage: there was a time that when I slept, I would dream that I
was free. That time was only a few days ago. It feels so good to be free here now. > <Keith stansell/
former hostage:to my country, this doesn't run, who never forgot me 00:05:52

101. KSWT 13 News Late Edition DMA: 165
KSWT-TV CH 13 (CBS) Yuma/El Centro
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:35 PM
Available formats: QuickView, transcript

00:10:52 on the Ramones is deceased ... the accident is under investigation the sheriff's spokesman says
they haven't ruled out ... for military matters and I think that if suggesting that gays and lesbians served
openly in the military ... don't undermine the ability to fight and bring in the study by forward prior to
military officers also said Jack conquest said look the the don't ask don't tell policy if they say serving
openly does not affect the morale of the order and things of that first toast of the town on the show that at
the park your car in a handicap ... why don't why now ... so you want to hear a good point ... why ... but all
of those golden opportunity on with them when data is something that was the attack ... we've got the fifth
on the finer things happen to us ... the yen ... you too ... clinch ... ... ... it is really like Letterman ... it was
lighter than expected he will also be on the ground ... he was calling family members they will of the
Museum of Flight ... and when does my hair and make it like to ... one of the season ... you know ... seven
... you and you see them everywhere ... people do ... which is to go ... wait ... more places ... which of
course ... or what ... Hartford ... we understand how well your car can take it ... and we protected with
insurance to sign for the road ahead ... Cole were quick to request a free quote ... because with the
Hartford behind you ... we're going places ... analysts at the net ... you're watching ... we are in your state
... ... the what it takes to be in the Dubai group on Tuesday to like the locals to deal with the law in
California ... Crowley on the Survivor in the open casting call from hitting the ball and getting them to the
US The Dawn of War The Post to continue our coverage of the qualified for you to be called into Christ on
the DL for the support of the year ... you look at the Gottlieb all ... Chubais who posted the single Holiday
Inn Express open from the field 00:13:30

102. Fox 6 News At 10:00 DMA: 40
WBRC-TV CH 6 (FOX) Birmingham/Anniston
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:15:04 Stil passengers on time ac tran ortation dep bu total of twenty at least are verted nu may's
numbers americ precautionary mainte issues. Ranks American destinatio sixty-The list for most delays,
with continental flies place with peent weather wa forty-four percent from a year ago. Were eight-h on
thirteen in April. Domestic airlines also showe improvem in one thousand report a mishandling th per
thousand a fi york, making headline th is blaming pak killed and nearly 15 foreign an America officer sees
opti mi curity t j hopes th cont troops. Th and could still be reve a new stu congress for gays in the
military. Ur retired determined tt the of gs is unlikely to underm ability to fight and in. The panepo and isra
stay in an into pakistan a few ygo. Some evacuees are sa California now that been the huge fire burning
up and down wave rain the basis of o em average ra last may, w anothe nati temper ur ten years. Comi
by 2010. Hi are so, our really year las cancel cooler, th david, and if you have. Ton isolat thunderstorms
early sunny in the morning then isolated thunderstorms. Night, shower lows of rain in the could season?
00:18:52
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103. 10 O'Clock News DMA: 110
KRXI-TV CH 11 (FOX) Reno
07/07/2008 10:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:40:43 A bipartisan panel of retired officers say it's time the cgress repeal the don't ask don't tell
policy. The panel found it's unlikely that gays serving in the military pose any risk to morale and
discipline. It also said that the policy has cost the military some talent service members. They point that
had gays serve openly in israel and Britain. 00:40:58

104. KFOX News At Nine DMA: 98
KFOX-TV CH 14 (FOX) El Paso
07/07/2008 09:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:35:37 Now if you want to know where you can find the best gas prices around town, juslog on to
kfox TV dot com and click on the gas tracker tab. Another way a growing number of people are saving
money on gas, is by taking the bus. But if you haven't ridden the bus before, it can be intimidating,
figuring out where to catch the bus, or, even which s you take to get to where you're going. But by riding
the bus, you can save a lot of gas money. For example, one woman tells kfox, by catching the bus to
work, just three mornings a week, she saves about half a tank of gas. "I fill up with 40 dollars. That's
almost 20 dollars and it only takes me a dollar and a dime to get to my location." but there are pitfalls to
riding the bus. I'll tell you about them as we follow one person, who agreed to ride the bus for a week, in
tomorrow night's installment of "giving up gas". A study by retired military officers suggests congress
should repeal the <don't ask, don't tell> Policy for gays in the military. The officers who conducted the
study determined the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's liity to fight and win. The
panel points to the British and israeli militaries, where it says gay people serve openly without hurting the
effectiveness of combat operations. The panel members included the three-Star air force lieutenant
general who was responsible for implementing president bill clinton's policy that military stop 00:36:55
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105. Fox 7 News DMA: 175
KEVN-TV CH 8 (FOX) Rapid City
07/07/2008 09:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, transcript

[CC] 00:14:49 Mccain says: "for those of you with children, I will double the child deduction from $3,500 to
$7,000 for eve every family in America." he again pitched his plan to drill domestically for more oil and
gas, develop at least 45 new nuclear plants and advance clean coal technologies. Craig boswell boswell
says: "mccain and obama will continue talking about their competing economic plans throughout the
week. Both candidates will spend a part of the day in Washington tomorrow. Mccain will also visit
Pennsylvania and obama plans to stop in Atlanta. In Washington, craig boswell, fox news." justin it's been
a controversial issue since bill clinton's policy of not questioning military recruits about their sexual
orientation was implemented. Jack caudill has more, a study by four retired military officers suggests
congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The officers determined
that the presence of gays is unlikely to undermine the military's ability to fight and win. That takes us to
our tell it to fox question of the week. This week we want to know should gays and lesbians be allowed to
serve openly in the United States military? Would that change affect the military? Let us know what you
think by going to our website at black hills fox-dot-com and clicking on the tell it to fox button on the left
side of the page. We'll feature your responses this week on black hills fox news at 9. Julie in the united
kingdom, 00:16:11

106. NewsRadio 1060 DMA: 4
KYW-AM 1060 (CBS) Philadelphia
07/07/2008 08:00 PM - 09:00 PM

00:10:00 is it ... Meehan ... I enjoyed working with agents ... the imprint into as we mentioned there about
corruption in city hall ... it was time to eat and seventy six degrees partly cloudy and independents Maliki
is eighty degrees at the airport has been one of those seventy two ... there are still three hundred and one
of the areas across California and the rescuers near Santa Barbara is now thirty five percent contained
and North mixture of Potter is now eighteen percent contained firefighters battling blazes are getting a
welcome break from Mother Nature ... with colder temperatures in the wind with it ... by midweek ...
temperatures are expected to rise again to keep Letterman CBS News and the League of California ... for
retired military officers suggest the country should repeal the don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the
military ... officers who conducted the study determined that the presence of disease is likely to
determine the true reason ... the panel pointed to the British have is with the terrorists where it is good
people serve openly without hurting the effectiveness of combat operations ... ... the eleven ... and this is
the Winter Carnival Cruise Lines in London today conditions and what you're going to war with your
listeners and eighty Apr twenty first two thousand and seventeen days ... his single in the Hawaiian
Islands ... just listen to that ... only twenty nine and nine touchdowns ... that includes airfare from
Philadelphia ... the crews on taxes fees surcharges and meals and entertainment on board ship will fly ...
you'll enjoy the island into a paradise for and chanting one in August and were allowed to resettle the
magnificent assistant to Vancouver went away watching and take advantage of the country through his
experiments ... 00:11:59
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107. CBS 2 News At 6 PM DMA: 144
KPSP-TV CH 38 (CBS) Palm Springs/Palm Desert
07/07/2008 06:00 PM - 06:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:06:24 Cost 1 point 9 million a study by four retired military officers suggests congress should
repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The study concluded that the presence of
gays is unlikely to affect the military's ability to fight and win, or undermine unit cohesion. The panel
includes the three-star air force lieutenant general who implemented the current policy. That brings us to
our web poll question of the day. Would gays serving openly undermine the military's effectiveness. Log
on to CBS TV 2 dot com to vote. We'll have results tonight at 11 and back here tomorrow at 5 and 6. After
receiving medical attention and being reunited with their families, the American hostages who were freed
in that daring colombian rescue are speaking out for the first time. They had some angry, harsh words
about their captors. Manuel gallegus has their story. The three American former hostages are reveling in
the safety and comfort of freedom " you've given me my life back don't have to dream about being free
anymore." after five and half years of jungle captivity, thomas howes, marc gonsalves, and keith stansell
thanked the u. S and colombian governments for their daring rescue, and their families for never giving up
on them. "Their constant dedication and unwavering love never failed and kept me alive. Believe it." "I've
been crying for 5 years and I'm still crying. Tears of joy." the three men were working for a pentagon
defense contractor when their plane went down in col0mbian territory held by the guerilla group known as
"fc." gonsalves has nothing but contempt and disgust for his captors "their riches lie in drug trafficking,
extortion, kidnapping 00:07:49

108. Health Times DMA: 1
WQXR-FM 96.3 (IND) New York
07/07/2008 06:00 PM - 07:00 PM

00:02:00 it's for working families ... the latest numbers show us airlines improve their on time arrival rate
in eight ... still more than one in five flights were delayed and for good or canceled ... whether what's
going on for roughly forty four percent of all flight delays ... some residents in Santa Barbara County and
California are returning to their homes now that mandatory evacuation orders have been lifted ... still more
than three hundred wildfires are burning across the state ... high temperatures and drought conditions
have helped wildfires burned more than eight hundred square miles and destroyed seventy homes in the
past two weeks ... and a study by four a retired military officers suggested Congress should repeal the
don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military ... the study concludes that the presence of gays is
unlikely to undermine the military's ability in combat operations ... from the New York Times and
Catherine Hearst on this and then go in and it's called I wanted to acquit Insurance Solutions for my
students I don't know ... Stewart called save you money and time like insurance ... what insurance is
about choosing the right companies that say to take anti-depressants or small ... all insurance companies
are reports that there probably ... partially stop all the companies would represent wanted the best price
for new union example ... Schorr I just go for the role ... what pressure medication ... five hundred
thousand dollar pulls it was a highly rated insurance company ... this price ... twenty dollars ... you'll see
home for a new life insurance can be who you call one eight hundred five hundred one five seven eight
thirty one in five hundred one five seven day window to select the top ... so it's quote We shall use if you
will be Giovanni example policy into a quote The current slash commercials comprise can vary depending
on your health and other factors not available in all states ... us stocks fell today ... 00:03:59
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109. Ellis Cannon DMA: 22
WPGB-FM 104.7 (---) Pittsburgh
07/07/2008 06:00 PM - 07:00 PM

... the only team he's on ... PTT hundreds of them he's the one with an eighty degrees in Pittsburgh on
Wednesday Clinton attended the portal for seven Update The report sponsored by the UPS do ... jury
selection is underway in Westmoreland County for the trial was taken to Robert Russell was the third
channel open challenge to meet reports on the case of a state senator accused of plotting to some
possess a gun ... that ended up in the hands of a neighbor who shot and killed themselves ... the number
of possible jurors ... we're here today for a variety of reasons to understand that one is conceding that the
long difficult process ... the trial did not start until tomorrow possibly Wednesday ... and we shot to death
in Monrovia the police chased two suspects in the neighboring communities before dawn police said the
dead and twenty five field and competing of her on a final bill Police Chief George on our offer is his
prognosis is he arrived at the time for him and his vehicle ... you don't like using ambushed a police aren't
saying if they know the name of the two men who were seen speeding away from the scene of PT cruiser
... find a search for a nine year old California boy has ended with a child found sane and two suspected
abductor or found dead ... a study by four retired military officers and just kind we should repeal the
don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military ... a suicide attack in Afghanistan's capital is being called
the deadliest since the fall of the Taliban ... officials say forty one people died in the bombing near India's
embassy ... interior Ministry spokesman says nearly one hundred and fifteen other people and wounded
... hurricane proof that strengthens to Category three storm ... the Atlantic season's first hurricane is still
far from land ... Daniel Brown is at the National Hurricane Center ... they didn't intend to make certain that
it was not going to the team ... Starr on the southeast over ... 00:01:59

110. News DMA: 2
KFWB-AM 980 (IND) Los Angeles
07/07/2008 06:00 PM - 07:00 PM

00:14:00 on the way down ... retired military officers who conducted the study determined to present
and he has done it likely to undermine the military's ability to play with and speak to the evidence shows
that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly ... he's unlikely to pose any significant risks around the
order and discipline ... we should get the DVDs context fourteen which exports for you coming up next ...
this means that we will ... the religious right ... Americans are going to be released ... two ... right ... why ...
it's been ... ... ... you know that ... it is ... the ... ... ... the company ... the US ... ... the ... D ... the TV ... ...
CTR ... ... and it was ... he said ... taking the risk ... ... ... the baby and that is the intent of the WB's more
secure ... Phil Stewart tells the story ... Chiefs tight end Tony does almost choking him last week in
Huntington Beach forty five who can hundred other piece of meat ... his restaurant ... as I was just happen
to be sitting at the table next to it jumped up to perform the act ... said Seattle ... returning to the scene of
the encounter was probably going to be sworn in as it stays on top of the detainees will take some swings
in taxes on a one on the Rangers ... 00:15:59

the commander in chief ... she said ... this is Jay ... the UK have to be the DH D Los Angeles ... no ... ...
isn't it ... that is to achieve words ... I don't know ... the show tonight ... hold it ... it is ... it was easy ... the
Bucks according to the new building ... a ... ... three American adults hostage for five years I've been
wanting to speak publicly about their ordeal for the first time ... the good kids as young as age to be
treated for high cholesterol with the governor wants to charge the lawyers the dollar amount ... Friday D
Calif ... retired military officers wanted the series ... don't ask don't tell policy ... later on and on Wall
Street were down fifty six ... the Dow on the ground resigning to twenty ... the top seeds in the shape of
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change makes life savings ... Bill Stewart sport to fifteen and forty ... the sixty tons of pollution ... Tracy
said ... and so what ... to look tough ... but one cannot connect to the right thing to get in there ... well
there's another acting in the third point was it a little too late to promptly tell dentist twenty thousand to
one of the one thirty four Hollywood way ... let's get an update yet things to move in on the set and three
went on a story in your body you forgive yourself ... to cope with it ... that's what got through the U ... it
was good to have a Firestone Boulevard ... so it's not true ... on Tuesday told the North has telegraphed
to what he had an accident ... the Angels don't fly ... 00:01:59

111. The KFBK Afternoon News DMA: 20
KFBK-AM 1530 (---) Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/07/2008 06:00 PM - 07:00 PM

00:04:00 twenty ... but it was ... more than one thousand eight hundred that didn't you ... although Mexico
in Mexico just that ... shouldn't she ... she's on her for a sitting president ... they lead the series ... his
name ... the memorial ... ... looking for that ... the meeting ... it hadn't ... accomplished ... one time ... the
team ... the conditions ... George W Bush ... a public utility ... ... on that ... help ... ... the University of
California ... surgeons ... retired military officers including the trees ... the state under President Clinton
... Stanley ... news media ... ... John what do you want to see you ... Bill White ... right ... it is ... good
afternoon ... it was ... the truth ... he is ... well good evening to you ... and you know ... ... and to do ... did
he do ... so just wanted to get to the chickens did this poll ... used to it ... asked if the government ... it was
... it is ... his duties ... ... 00:05:59

112. The Situation Room DMA: N/A
CNN (---) National
07/07/2008 05:00 PM - 06:00 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:22:35 The appead don't ask don't ask policy in the military. The research was conducted by four
retired military officers, and found theresence of gays unlikely to affect the ability to fight and win. The
research was conducted by four retired military officers, and found the presence of gays unlikely to
affect the ability to fight and win. The policy was designed to keep the military from asking recruits about
their sexual orientation but still required the dismissal of openly gay service members. 00:22:49

[CC] 00:22:53 More evidence of the opulent lifestyle of one of saddam hussein's sons has been dug up.
The policy was designed toeep the military from asking recruits about their sexual orientation but still
required theismissal of openly gay service members. 00:22:54
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113. CBS 2 News At 5 PM DMA: 144
KPSP-TV CH 38 (CBS) Palm Springs/Palm Desert
07/07/2008 05:00 PM - 05:30 PM
Available formats: QuickView, DVD, CD, digital link, videotape, transcript, NewsBoard

[CC] 00:00:01 3:59-4:08 If anything it's increasing the dialogue. 6:40-6:51 You gotta start somewhere,
come up in indian country. And despi harsh feelings at one time, salgado says his people understand it's
time to move forward for the tribe's own good. 21:20-21:27 Safety and welfare, that goal. Tribal
representatives say they want the tribe's sovereignty and deputies to show respect for ancient land rights.
Sheriff's department has maintained that deputies have the right to go onto the reservation as needed.
Both parties admit there are difference they still must work out, but are happy to relay the lines of
communication are now open. 26:08-26:15 I think it's a, that have been recent. Lockout the man who
abducted his 9-Year old son after shooting the boy's mother in the face, may have committed suicide by
stepping into traffic in meco. Investigators say 46-year old lonnie ramos was killed in a crash yesterday
afternoon, hours after he dropped off his son, ryan, at a juarez church. Right now authorities are treating
the death as an accident, but haven't ruled out the possibility ramos intentionally stepped in front of a bus.
The abduction triggered a statewide amber alert last week. "He's doing fine. He's doing fine. He's in good
health, good physical condition. He's being scene by pressionals that are meeting his needs." the boy has
now been reunited with his mother, 41-year old gynnae ramos, who is recovering in mission viejo hospital
tonight from the gunshow wound to her right eye. A study by four retired military officers suggests
congress should repeal the "don't ask, don't tell" policy for gays in the military. The study concluded that
the presence of gays is unlikely to affect the military's ability to fight and win, or undermine unit
cohesion. 00:02:29

[CC] 00:02:34 The panel includes the three-star air force lieutenant general who implemented the current
policy. That brings us to our web poll question of the day. Would gays serving openly undermine the
military's effectiveness. Log on to CBS TV 2 dot com to vote. We'll have results tonight at 11 and back
here tomorrow at 5 and 6. Speed may have been the fatal factor in a motorcycle accident which claimed
the life of a military recruiter from the palm desert marine corps office. The unidentified man reportedly
topped speeds of 120 miles an hour as he was driving his bike on eastbound highway 62. The crash
happened early Sunday morning in yucca valley. The vehicle is said to have hit a number of objects
before coming to a stop in a parking lot near sfter avenue. The incident remains under investigation
tonight. 3 Hundred fires are still burning throughout California at this hour, but tonight crews have full
containment on the wildfire burning closest to the coachella valley. The ridge fire, burning in the san
bernardino national forest near yucaipa, torched 26 acres before fire crews surrounded the flames. This is
video taken today of the challenges facing firefighters. The fire was sparked last Thursday. No structures
were destroyed. Crews remain on scene tonight mopping up hot spots, with helicopters making precision
waterdrops. The value of metal has soared, and so have metal thefts. Law enforcement say they've seen
a dramatic increase over the last year. Copper pipes, church bells, even manhole covers. In a new twist
local firefighters say they've become a target. Kpsp local 2's keith smith live in thousand palms with more
on how soaring scrap prices are increasingly becoming a safety issue. 00:04:21
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114. News DMA: 2
KFWB-AM 980 (IND) Los Angeles
07/07/2008 05:00 PM - 06:00 PM

00:30:00 the ... but the third ... Schwarzenegger's plan to raise money ... C Mike Leavitt told over and he
was ... still evacuees returning to the wolves ... Barbara need to go first for them and brought an apple
that huge wildfire burning through the area is one of more than three hundred active fires across
California predicted that his son from Orange County and Mexico may have committed suicide by
stepping in to try it one of the most loved his church ... before getting his client was also wanted for
shooting just raised quite a study by a retired military officers ... yes Congress should repeal the don't
ask don't tell policy for gays and the Terri Schiavo to determine the presence of getting them likely to
undermine the military's ability to fight ... gathered at a church in North Carolina the body of former
Senator Jesse Helms the DoD ... but that the president in the Elian on a beach area averages or fifty
eight a gallon ... he contends more than a month ago ... there you go to Kate and WBA dot com and look
for gas price watch ... the traffic is just to get to ... but Chrysler's to ninety nine Gas guarantee eight to
nineteen and held protests to the top of that for years for up to the first low cost models predicted details
of what we can conduct of the year Chrysler deal ... the WB news Jun five thirty one countries ... I want to
run the river in the valley areas and Ventura has killed two were to grant the right shoulder can now enter
a Boulevard in West and it's the right lead ... the extent that no one thirty four to twenty ... the struggle and
then I was in the Christian right shoulder and tentacles of the world ... the problem is to kill time just like
Hitler did the guy ... the strike ... six ... sure it did ... to what ... ... ... ... right ... 00:31:59

115. The KBOO Evening News DMA: 23
KBOO-FM 90.7 (---) Portland, OR
07/07/2008 05:00 PM - 05:30 PM

00:14:00 binding resolution stating that all us on the defectors should be granted amnesty ... but the
country's conservative prime minister is pushing forward with glasses deportation ... glass was discharged
from the Army in two thousand six ... but he could be forced to redeploy ... if he's returned to the US ...
well Joshua he gets another chance in a refugee status in Canada ... James Burr Meister another Iraq
war or resistance is facing a court martial next week ... this past Thursday the military court at Fort Knox
set the date of July twelfth for the trial ... Barry Meister is originally from Eugene Oregon ... he served a
full term an Iraqi and was injured by a roadside bomb ... upon his return he was diagnosed with
post-traumatic stress disorder in any possible brain injury ... he fled to Canada rather than return for a rat
but again nobody eventually return to Fort Knox and turned himself in ... his supporters speculate that
Barry Meister is being targeted for court martial because of the interviews he did with the media in the
interviews he described the practice is that he and others carried out in Iraq that were in violation of
international law ... if our Meister is convicted of desertion he could get a dishonorable discharge and face
time in prison ... nearly five thousand Army soldiers were charged with desertion last year that number is
up ninety two percent from two thousand four ... California based Research Center has released a new
report calling for Congress to repeal the don't ask don't tell policy ... the report says that allowing openly
gay people to serve in the military is unlikely to pose significant risk to army discipline ... the opposition
to the British and Israeli armies for examples as both allow openly gay people to center ... one of the
office is working on the report stated that he thought policy which is damaging to personal integrity as
homosexuals had to pretend that was something they weren't ... and our commanders had to play along
... in past decades ago ... 00:15:59

00:16:00 Wisconsin has same sex couples from marrying in California ... the last original intent was to
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prevent underage couples from crossing state lines to marry but it could be used against gays ... the
penalty for doing so would be a fine of up to ten thousand dollars ... nine months in prison or both ... but
Boeing Carlson affair Wisconsin who says he hasn't heard of anyone who wants to use the law on as a
way to challenge the courts and believes the message is getting out not to make a federal case out the
situation ... noted former US Senator Jesse Helms died last Friday on the Fourth of July ... his political
career spanned fifty two years Helms will be most remembered for is generally successful career as a
senior senator and chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee ... he was a dedicated
conservative whose commitment to conservative values often pitted him against Democrats and
Republicans alike ... he fiercely opposed to gay marriage abortion and affirmative action and modern art
... among his many accomplishments ... what kind of trade sanctions against Cuba in nineteen ninety six
... providing the funding of international organizations that offered family planning services ... he was very
loyal to Ronald Reagan's administration ... and he supported the findings of the Nicaraguan conference ...
Canada's Bills agreed to use federal funding for the arts and in the nineteen eighties ... he took on the
National Endowment for the Arts ... Helms was eighty six yourself ... the FBI has leaked news of its new
policy to investigate Americans based on profiles collected three Data Mining including racial and ethnic
profiling ... coming up on TV was recurring feature civil liberties watch ... reporter Lynn Nelson Osterman
talks with Caroline Frederick said executive director of the Washington DC ACLU's legislative office to
take a closer look at this development ... the the the ... ... 00:17:59

116. News DMA: 2
KFWB-AM 980 (IND) Los Angeles
07/07/2008 04:00 PM - 05:00 PM

00:12:00 three wins list with fifty Democrats to reach a point thanks to Jason check in with the worst one
of the traffic is going to predict the future and it's good to be a BOC to be counted as deal activity on the
Hollywood stuff and wait for threats during the day right shoulder ... DFW the traffic on the one to four
twenty one and Roddick reworking of double DVD and ninety eight ... it's doubly the NEWS Time for
twelve The Big Story firefighters are trying to lock in gains they made and putting California's worst
wildfires and the weather is expected to move didn't make it even more difficult ... the fire in central
California where the gap continues to threaten accountability the north of Santa Barbara ... it's thirty five
percent contained ... some residents were forced out of their homes over the weekend have returned
Tuesday ... but John Allman was the last hundred National Forest skipped Ameobi ... there are others
who can go home yet ... it is ... that or would it take ... the fire ... much equipment ... but to go in there ...
so what should they ... he's the complex fire on the outskirts and tourists during the searches and more
stopper and it remains only one percent contained ... for three hundred fires still raging across the state ...
Schwarzenegger proposes adding about twelve dollars for California homeowners to help raise seventy
million dollars or more firefighting resources ... the first two rounds of the most important one to one of the
heat ... Tuesday's summit and he takes it isn't easy it is the view of the possibilities and ability to become
law the strictest possible but the spouse out ... the governors of the seats ... a stretch of firefighting
resources to the breaking point ... they don't ask don't tell policy for gays in the military may be on the
way out ... retired military officers who conducted the survey determined that the president is unlikely to
undermine ... 00:13:59
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117. Market Wrap With Moe Ansari DMA: 12
KFNN-AM 1510 (CNN) Phoenix
07/07/2008 04:00 PM - 05:00 PM

00:30:00 and ... the key ... one is ... ... to this ... it speaks to the Democratic National Convention to get it
... the speech ... and ... ... ... ... ... presidential Candidate Don't she was interested in Colorado considered
a swing state ... Dukakis didn't produce the least was the site the Indian Embassy in Kabul to the
deadliest attack since the fall that allowed its two thousand one ... Martinez ... more committed to this
wants to resume Wednesday with treatment ... one of the president's lead is to contribute ... when she
contests between the US business community ... he's white ... we did it ... lunch together support the
proposed missile defense system ... McCormack STATE Department as we talked this morning ... it's
productive to this dispute ... the incident ... continued ... the tensions that does not get greedy these tend
to get to ... group students don't feel fifty six point lead in the price of crude or doctor ... because the
presence of these military is unlikely to do much good for the department ... the study conducted by the
retired military officers ... Democrats are trying to get this to precursor to ten point six percent cut in
Medicare picks doctors to guarantee Medical Association steps to curtail coverage and some doctors
insurance companies are walking ... the cuts ... or does it ... he says he's been with us ... ... 00:31:59
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